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Introduction 

Waymo, formerly known as the Google Self-Driving Car Project, is a self-driving technology 
company with a mission to make it safe and easy for people and things to get around. We're 
determined to improve transportation for people around the world, building on software and 
sensor technology developed in Coogle's labs since 2009. We're committed to developing 
fully self-driving vehicles because we believe that this is safer and better for everyone. 

Annually, over 1.2 million people die on our roadways. In the US alone, traffic collisions kill over 
37,000 people a year and that number is rising. In the U.S., 94% of crashes involve human 
error or choice, and this is one place where we believe we really can bring technology to bear. 
Fully self-driving cars could also help people who can't drive-whether they're elderly, blind, 
or disabled-to get around and do the things they love. 

After nearly a decade of working on this technology, 5 million miles driven on public roads, 
more than a billion miles simulated every year, and thousands of comprehensive tests, 
Waymo has introduced fully self-driving ("driverless") vehicles without a test driver in metro 
Phoenix and will do so in other jurisdictions moving forward. When the automated driving 
system' of these vehicles is engaged, all occupants, including Waymo employees and 
members of the public, are passengers only. 

These driverless vehicles travel within a defined geographic area in the local jurisdictions 
where they have already been tested extensively. Separately, Waymo also continues to have a 
separate fleet of self-driving vehicles with test drivers. 

The documents below supplement the overview of how we design, test, and validate our 
technology in the Wavmo Safety Report. 

2 AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEM. The hardware and software that are collectively capable of performing the entire 
dynamic driving task on a sustained basis, regardless of whether the ADS is limited to a specific operational design 
domain. 
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I. Waymo's Application for Driverless Testing to be Submitted to the 
California Department of Motor Vehicles 

Application content enclosed on the following page. 
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AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE TESTER (AVT) PROGRAM 
APPLICATION FOR MANUFACTURI!R'S TESTING PERMIT 

DRIVflRLESS VEHICLES 

APPLICATION TYPE: 

!!':I Original $3,600 
0 Renewal $3,600 
D Modification $70 
0 Additional Vehlola Pennlts $50 

CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX: 

D Addr&$$ Change l!'l Vehicles 

INSTR/JCTIONS: 
• Please complete online or prtnt ~nd complete by hand using black or bluo Ink, 

~~%~~~M.~'Q}ijj~J.~Yt~~iA:::-1!~ 

!miij~ 1 
I I 

• Submit and signed form and twes to: OeparJmenl of Motor Vehlr.les, Autonomous Vehicle Program 
L224, Sacramento, CA 94232·342.0 

eusWMs NhMii 

Waymoi>LC 
~NAMllYJifutiRFU-HiNv'numT------------------

s£ciih1"AiwOF Sriire"FMrilv lluMs~m 
60'13396 

··-- TIJLEPHONF. NIJMBEu~ 

--~.~ii;AT,;:~.J:l5~:0~IPOOPE em 
WnymoLLC 
SlRiifi',6:01~-·-----------

J600 Aolphl:theatro Parkway 
MAiLtNG AOOOi!ito Of b)FfCtmtff HtOM s:t"ReeT MD!U!Sa~ 
100 Ml\)'liolil Avenue 

Mounl~in View CA 94!l43 ------ em - ~ww _____ , •• ~-,;;.,,;,.,;..----,,i>,.ii'c<iooo'---

Number of vehloles In ft&al. 52 
~iJi:li"iE!(~--- ST!I'fEISOOiiD 

8571602 CA 
fiiATIH40"Mnff.f.C 

'/XCW003 
tllAm NUMBM &rA.Tiii•"'aa"'v'"F.b,---!;;i;;;rn""'------·'--'-
8571802 CA 

fllTEN ,m I~ 
85719()?, 

rlATil' MiJMUI!r.t 

STAT!: I:SSUftD 

CA 

8572002 CA 
ME:'im'"""""''"'" --ta"'r."'EiSOOt'D 
7XJT28S · CA 
~ 
7li1'1"J86 

2C4RC1K74HR534652 
ViNNUt.ttn~n 

ZC4RC!K7:illli534644 
--·· 

Mounlal!l View CA 94043 

~··-w- ~~·-~""'""" 

2017 Chrysler 
Yliil\tt MAKE 

2017 Chrysler 
~·-·- Y1!i\R """" 2017 Cbrysiw· 

·-··-
Y<AR - """' 2017 C'hryslur 

··''''"'"""~--- w:n """' :WJ'I Chrysler 
Yf.AH IMK"ff 

:i,2 Chrysler 
MAKE 

7,(}!7 Chrysler 

-
-

--

ti16oa. -

Pacifica Pl-0> v 

v 
l"oca- --
Pacificu .PRE 
MQ'fi:El--
Pacifica PHE v 

v 
IJOOEL 
Pnc!l!ca PHil 
~-

Paoiflca PHB v 
MODEL 

Pacifica PHE v 
""'"" Pacifica Pllll v ____ ....... 

"""" 
·--MAl«, "'W5~1--··-·-~ 

2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHB v 
--·· 

"""" 
-- ""' J:IA'i(G~·--·- IM5fi&1. 

2017 Chrysler Pacllica PHE v 
,,_ .. _ .. ,_ ··-.. ·~------ 9E4C"" "'""'" 

""'"' Moofit 
2017 Chrysler Pacillca PHE 

.. -- ----···----'---'-----
v 
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l'iJi! ...... ,. f aw~ ISS1.l€~ WITiriMillR'- I'""" """ 
~lli'il5ii:-------

7XJT281 CA 2C4RC1 K74BR534683 2017 Chrysler PUllifica PffBV 
~ti!NUMBI:!R STATEI$5U£0 ViNNUMiif!n •.. 

VfAR - MOO!!l 

8.173402 CA 2C4RCIK77HR5:14676 l017 Chrysler Pacifica PHBV 
~NUM!m~ !!~TATE leOOEP 

-~~" 
llll<NIJMtli!R 

o~o~M~~~~-· ~-

"""' MO"'l 
~--·-

1'-
8572902 CA :zc4RCIK7XHRSJ4686 2017 Cbry•ler Pnciflcn I'HEV 

fit.Ai'fl NUMI!lm $TA1'l'tta6UED V1M »UMIH!Il - '"'" MODEL 

8513002 CA 1C4RCIK71HR.I34690 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHl!V 
~1lATE NIJMiiliR $TATE' ~'35t.!ii<O 

. 
\imftiUMII'IIl:R -YEAR Mlll<i ·~--

8573JG2 CA 2C4RCIK78Hll534699 .2017 Chtyslor Pncif~<a PBEV 
P'iirs truMeitrt'"·- ~9\fu~ VINNt.IMimR -- ~AA"·" .. = - . 

MOOI!l 

8573202 CA 2C4RCIK79HR134663 20!7 Chtyslor Pacifica PHEV 

":"'" ""':"." STATi lf,M.!Etl .... .,_. -· I"'"" MOO'it 

8573502 CA 2C4RCIK74HR534666 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PIILW 
PIAl& NUMat:-R STATE l$SU1ED ""'....,"' - ......, MODEl. 
8511302 CA :lC4RC1K76HRS34703 2017 Clrr)llller Pacifica PI-ICY 

""'""""""" IHIU\i' tb&\lfiD \IINIWMI:IER -· 'i1Ji11i· I"""" 
-.-.... -

'"'" 7ZllV446 CA 2C4RC1K78HRS34704 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHliV --"""'- lrfA'f!ISSUEO \II~NOM6t;~:t '""' ""'' MCOO\. 

7ZUY447 CA 2C4RC!K70HR534678 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHEV 
---·····•e "'" -~ 

Pilfif'tlmli arA:ili Rm~.mu ""'- Yii\R " iill<• Mo00C 
S572lG2 :!OIRC1K74HR53%97 2017 Chrysler Pscilklii'I·IEV 

1/lU-· ·~· """" MOtta 

R$72202 2C4RCl K76HRS34698 2011 Chtysler l'noirron ~lillY 
Pl.Am N\Wilir-"' !in VINNUMI!ll!lt '""'' ....... ~ 

""~~-

8572302 2C4RCIK75HR534658 2017 Cluyslor Pacilioa PHEV 
Vl.ttmm -

~~1 IMAI<Il ~·,-~~-

7XJTJ79 CA ZC4RCIIC75HRS347<ffi Chrysler Pac.llkll PHEV 

""""·"""·"" STA'mtS:Sveu 
... _ 

~7 ..... """"' 85726<12 CA 2C4RCIK76HR797137 '""'Y"'"' Pacifico PHEV 
iltfH NUMilmR' STA1li IS:SOKD WtNt.1JiiiiUf~""""""-·-·-·---··--···--·-

""'" 
.. 

,~ "'"""'· 8572402 CA lC4RCIK74HR797370 2017 ICh.rysler Pacifica Pl!liV 
f'il.fint NUMBiliR wiA'!!l-"'"' - WN"ml'Mi~R'"-~"' 

___ .._, .. _. 
"'" 

...,.,., . 1 •• ,. 
8572502 CA lC'ARC I K71 l!Rl!l3&38 2017 Clltysler· PaciOca PH!lV 
p~~T¥ HUMUS'! &TAtE 119:$00!) w.tNUM~RR ·""" - ·~"" 
CK75t16 AZ 2C4RClK72liR53470l 2GI7 Chrysler Pacifica PHEV 
PUn' NUMU'ii. i"'"""''·"""'"'""--·~··-· ,,_ MJ\1(£-m .... "~· ,. 

CK75H1 2C4RCIK7XHRS34672 2017 Chrysler ';::; ... fica i'BilV 
~NUMI!!fiJl iU"IA!fl ~ INNUMI.'!IU'f VI!AA - "p':inoo l'HEV CK60793 AZ 2C4RClK77HR534709 2011 Cbrysl<l!' 
~--"-"-' -- --~""""-~ -,," 



~"'·~·· 
GTA.Ti.iDU~>O 

1111< """""'" ' 
~ VEAA fMKil MODQ 

·~-T 

CK60751 AZ 2C4RC1K70HR69569l 2017 Chrysler Pacifico PHEV 
PLAniNVM.iial STATEls-sti!W """""""'" V<AR """"' '""'"-
CK6()752 AZ X'4RCIK7XHR69570J 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHEV 

P\fiiliHl.IMilim-- f's'fi.1'R IYU£0 VIHNuMM:tt --~ YEAR'~"ww•~-~---
ti6tiil"" ___ 

CK607S3 AZ 2C4RCJ K70HR69$709 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHEV 
PLATE~ '"'"" 15suao V!lt~· 'i!iAR' MOOI!t --· 

I""" 
CK6ll754 AZ 2C4RCIK78HR695697 2017 Chrysler Puciflcu J>IIEY 

""'""""""" S'fATI'li&Sill!U I""'"""''" I''"'" IMN<I! I~"C'. 
CK6075S 1\Z lt.'4RCIK74HR695100 20!7 Chryslor Pacifico PHllV 

PLAtE Nw.ffi!UA STArE ISSU!m ""' """"'"' 'I1!AR MAKE "'"'a 
CK607S6 AZ 2C41tClK7SHR695600 2017 Clnysler Plllliftco PI IllY 

Pl,xm NUMBER ITA.'t'&: !Sii:J"ffi)'"~·-~~,. vlN W1iJliii ···~· ... """' 
~-··-·-"' 

I"""" 
CK60151 AZ 2C4RC I K7711R695691 l0!7 Chryslot l'aelfion PHllV 

PtATii NUM!l~E:R SWI! 0111\NO WINIJWU , ... IMAI<il ~ Wfil:l 

CKM758 AZ 2C4RCI!t74HR69569S 20!7 Clirylller Pocifi.a PIJRV 
PLA+i MoM ,,.,., ... -- v~NU®t!k 

~ """ ve:M ~-~·~-- " 

CK607S9 AZ 2C4RCIK73lm69S705 2017 Chrysler 
1;:ifroa PHEV 

fiiu.n;;~R. STAT! lbiNfi:V !WffNUM{ill'!'(h 

~7 
,_ M{}ufJ. 

CK61l760 AZ 2C4RC!Ki5~5706 Chrysler Paciflca I'HEV ,..,. -- '--'·--~~ 

PtAfifNUMDiffi"""~ prrll'fEtSiflilii~ vilill1l!lil'ill( ~·--··~~ 
fYifA1f ___ MAKE-·"·-·--· rM6'6EL"-----·--· 

ctml2b AZ 2C4ltCl K73Hlt534674 2())7 Chrysler Pncifleu PHflV 
PI.ATE NUMBER STA!emS\JOU V!NNUMDI!A """" -· MOblt.l, 

CK60796 AZ ~~E K73HR534688_·~~ 2017 Ch1'ysler f>ncitlca PHEV 
PlAT$! !'itJNU:'lEIC" STATEISSl~ -- MAKi-· ------VINNUMaER YEAR MOOF.L 

CK60797 AZ 2C4RC1K73HR534657 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHEV 
PLATE MUMBUR STATE ISSU£0 

-~-- ·-·--·~ 'II!AR ~~~--~-MAKi?--~- 'MOOI;L VINNUMilliiR 

CK60799 AZ 2C4RCI K781iR534668 2017 Chrysler l'acillca PHEV 
PC~'ffi-"NU~- S"fATE'iSSUEo vrN"NU~·~-~--···'""_ ..... ·--·····--·--· .. ·-~--lvoo··-~-- MAJ(I:--~-~ M6bEL~ .... _ . ., ...... _ ....... 
CK74902 AZ 2C4RClK71 HR534687 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PllEV 

f'>LAfG NUMIU'J\ $fAl~ I$SlJF.D ........... YI!AA MAKt:: MOOSL. 

CK74903 AZ 2C4RC I K78HR5:14685 2017 Chrysler PaoiOoa PHGV 
iilA"tl£ NOOfiliFf"·'-- StATE !SSUEO --fviNt;rUMB11rt"'""""'"---------· 

""" -MAKrf""""'·"--~·-· 

CK74905 AZ 2C4RCIK75HR534661 20!7 Chrysler Pacifico PHEV 
~~MR STATE 1$fU16!0 V1NNUMEI1ifi . '-""·-·---·---~- .. -.. ~- .. ·-- __ ,, ---- MAkEr_ .. __ .. _ .. _.,-... ··-~- M@Th-,-----YEAR 
CK74907 AZ 2C4RCI K75HR534692 2017 Chrysler l'acifica Pl·IEV 

PLATE NUMiisR STATti tSSU'Eb- vrNNUM&im YEAA 
__ ... , .. __ 

""" MODEL 

CK74921 AZ 2C4RCIK72l!R5'l4696 2017 Chrysler Pacificu PHEV 
-

PLATE M!M~:~ER STATE IS$UEO VIN NI.IMfl~ VllAR MAKF. MOO~L 

CK74926 AZ 2C4i~C I K 77NR534693 2017 Chrysler Pncific~l PHEV 
-- --~-··-· -~'~ 



fllATri NBJMBER .STATE! ISSUFD IIINNUMJlER - Y6l\N MAKE MOOlil 

CK60761 AZ 201RCIK71HR695699 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHr:v 
PLATE .N.UJi!B~R ST~~EISaUt<O VIN NVMIJGR YEAR MAl<' MoooL 
CK60762 AZ 2C4RC1K79HR695708 2017 Chrysler Pacifica PHEV 

Pi:ATE NuMBER ifAl'i"lssueD V~N NUMUEN 
"'"' ~·~-< -- --------w{ "MA'i'<S __ ,., --- Mbnm. ~·--·-· 

PJ . .ATE N-UMBER GtA"f'E'ISSUii-D V!N NlJMflfiR Yf!M -- MAKE MOOfiL -

PV.'ftNUM~ STAre: ISSUED W.INUMI*R """ MAK' MOPEl 

PU.Tti NliMilER $TAN ~SSUEO VIN NUM!dE:R VIllAR MAKO MObS. 

PLATE NUMI'JER STAHl: IS$lliiD --V!NNUMSER YllAR MN<~r "'"'"-
M.ATE N\JMSER sTATEI~IJEb VINNIJMtlf:'R vw MAKE- MODI<!, 

PlATH NVMSER STATEIMlm:D VINNUM8EA YOM """' MODEl 

PCAfiNu~TalfR~- s'TAliiitWio-- \liNNliMOOR_ ... _ ...... ......... ~ ... -...... ._._., 
YEM MAK!! 

________ ,_ 
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1. The autonomous venlcla has been tes\lld under controlled conditions that simulate as closely as 
pracUca~le, aaeh operational design domain In which the m~nul'acturer Intends the vahiole to op.~rato 
and the manufacturer has reaaooably determined that is safe to op.~rale the vehicle In each operational 
desig'n domain. COR 227,1S(b) 

2. Wrft!an notilioatlon that Includes all of the requ lrements Identified In CCR 227.38(a) has been provided 
to local authorltlea, as defined In Vehicle Code section $85, within the )urlsdlotlon where the vehicle will 
be lasted. 

3. The autonomous lost vehicle has a communication link wlth the remola operator to provldelnformmlon 
on tho vehicle's location and $1ll!Us, and allow continuous two-way communication betwoon the remote 
operator and any passengers W the vehicle exparlenc!lll any !allurus that would endanger tho safety 
of the vehicle's pessenge<s or other road Uliers or otherwise prevent the vehicle from functioning as 
intan<lod, while operating Without a driver. CyR ~2Y.38(b)(1)(A) 

4. The!<lls a process to display or communicate vehlole owner or op.~rator Information as epeolfled In 
Vehicle Code Section 16025 111 the event that the vehlr'e is Involved In a oolllslon, or if there Ia a need 
to provide that Information to a law enforcement officer fur any reaMn. CCR 227.~8(b)(2) 

6. Tile autonomous vehicle complies with all relevant Fedora! MoM Vehicle Safety Standards, Title 49 
Code of federal Regulations, Pal't 571, and the California Vehicle Coda, Division 1~ (Equipment of 
Vehicles), or the monulaoturer Is exempt fro1n such noqulroments pursuant to 49 U.S. C. §30112(b)(10), 
or an exemption has been approved by tha National Highway Traffio Safety Administration and provided 
as an attacl\ment to this t<ppli<:atlon. COR 227.38(1>)(3) 

6, The autonomous vehlole.ls capable of operating without the pr<!sence or a drfwr IMide U1a V<!hlole and 
the autonomous technology meats the description of a levol4 or level t;; automated driving system undor 
SAE lnfsmallonll.l's 'll!xom>my andDefinffloM for Terms Related to DriVIng Automation Systems for On
Road Motor Vah/t;les, sl!lndard J3016. CVC 227.38(0) 

7. A copy of a taw enforcement lnteroolion plan will be submlttod to the California Highway Patrol within 10 
days of application approval, and the lntemel web site address where lh~ law enlon:oment Interaction 
plan may be aooessod will be provided to all other law onforoament agencles, flrst responders. fir~ 
department and am•rgency medical personnel within the vicinity of the op.~rational design domain of 
the autonomous vehicle. CCR 227. 38(e) 

8. Remote operators have completed training sufficient to enable him or her to safaiy execute the duties of 
a remote operator and possesses tho proper class of license for tho type of test vehicle being operated. 
CCR 227.38(f) 

9. Passengers that are not employees, contractors, or dasignoos of the manufacturer will be notified of 
what p.~rsonallnformatlon, If any, may be r.ollected and how It will be used, CCR 227.38(h) 

10. Upon recolpt of a M~nufaclurEir's Testing PormH to cortdu<>t the tasting on publlo roads of a vehlr.la that 
does not require a driver, data rolalod to the disengagement of !he autonomous mode Will be retained 
for the purposes of submitting an annu.al report to U1e department. COR 227.50(s) 

11. Any collision originating from tho operation of tho vehicle on public roads that resul(i>d In tho damage 
of prdperty or In bodily Injury or death shall be reported to the deportment, within 10 days, CCR 227.48 

1:.1. Autonomous test vehicles will not bo permitted 1o operate on public reads when members of the 
public that aru not ompktyeos, oont,actors, or designees or the manufacturer are cha1ued a tee or the 
mantllacturar receives camp.~nsation for providing a ride to members of tho publio. CCR 227.26(f) 

g _,_. __ """"-' 
~. 

_5&. 
-~ 

_?if__ 

-~ 
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1. Evidence oflnsuranc&, Suroty Bond (OL 317), or Appllcatfon for S<>lf·lnsurance (OL 319) In the amount 
of five million dollars ($5,000,000), CCR 2.27.04(o) · 

2. Copy of written notlffcatlon to local authorttlas, ae daffnad In Vahle!• Code sellllon 365, for each 
jurisdiction wher<> the va~lole will be tasted that Includes all of the Items idantlfll'l<l in OCR 227 .38(a). 

3. DasCrlptlt'm of hOW the manufacturer will monitor IM communication link. OCR 227.38(b)(1)(B) 

4. ExplanoUol\ of how all of the vehlc)Jos teiltod 111111 be monitored. COR 227.3B(b)(1 )(C) 

5. Describe/inform the deportment of the lntondl'l<l qpGratlonal design domain of !he autonomous vehlole. 
COR 227.38(d) 

6, Copy of law entorc,mant Interaction plan. CCR 227.38(e) 

7. Copy of course outline and description of the remote operator training program and th" dale each 
romote operator completed the program and Includes all of tho items lc!entrfie<J in CCR 227.38(f), 

8. For manufacturers that 11avo publicly disclosed an assessment demonstrating their approach to 
achieving safety, a copy of ll!nt asseMment. COR 227.38(!1) 

9. If oppllcable; evldenoo of an exemption approved by the NaUonal Highway Traffic Safety Administration for 
manufacturars exempt from such requirements pursuant to 49 U.S. C. 30112(b)(10~ CCR 227.38(b)(3) 

and COI'«JJt 
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II. Waymo Contact Information 

Name of Manufacturer 

WAYMO LLC 

Business Name Secretary of State 
Entity Number 

WAYMO LLC 6073396 

Business Name Licensed by DMV Telephone Number 

WAYMO LLC 650-253-0000 

Street Address City State Zip Code 

1600 AMPHITHEATRE PKWY MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94043 

Mailing Address (If Different From City State Zip Code 
Street Address) 

100 MAYFIELD AVE MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94043 



Ill. Supplemental Attachments 

A. Evidence of Insurance 

Application content enclosed on the following page. 



ACORD 2S {20161031 

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE 

SHOULD_ ANY OP THE. ABOVe oe.scmmm ~li!S tl:! CI\NCI'ii.LED uts:Fmt 
'tHE EXP!MtiON bATe THEREOF; HOf!CE WfU. '8! I)W\fERi!'D IN 
ACUilRUANCI! WITH '£liE POU(.."V t>ROVISIONS. 

The ACORD name muttcgo ate rog1$tfll'ed marks or ACOOO 



ADDITIONAL REMARKS 

AGSNCYCUSTOM!R 10: 10;:25',l94=;:;;:;;;:------
LOC lh _san FrancisCo 

ADDITIONAL REMARKS SCHEDULE 

THIS ADDITIONAL REMARKS FORM t5 A SCHSJULE YO ACORO FORM, 
FQIIM NUMIII!R' JJL FORM TITUI: .E~rUfl<:nte _of LiabilitY Insurance __ •..... 

' ' ' PERSONAL INJ\JRYlWinl U~TATION eltX.'lJ&.MIENl', I'OUCV OO&R; MWn31(151(1(00101!2011•0BI01/m111), 0!.0 RE.PUStl¢ INS!.IMHCE CO., I.WI'l'.:$10,000.0001 
I 
' ADVER11Sf00 li.JJtmV LMf, EXC\.Ul.i£:00 

ACOOI>101 (20011101) @ 2008 ACOOO CORPORATION. All rlgllt$ -l'VIId. 
The ACORD llMI& ttnd logo-lint regtrumd I'Uirk9 Of ACORD 



B. Copy of Written Notification to Local Officials 

Notification content enclosed on the following page. 



Rot Waymo 1 Loa Altoa ootrtat:t 
lf~ijll 

---·-···-·"""--·--

....... ; .. ~~~~"-'·-----~------------·------~--------------·----~-----"""""""""""•••• - .,,,.,,,. _______________ ,,,.,,,.-~~o;""""""" .. "' 
lfi!Wo'h\l" f II 
1l);qtmlliiiiiJIIulll«<•ol,IIIY 
ce M111 ll~WW!l ••• • -~ ....... ..., ... ~1!1!~" 

·~~ 
w""' 
MW1li'!ltO:I!Y£101, wq'!Win~ll IQ-#tr#I\Mi ift¥011!!1t upifJ~ ful filiJWtndm!rmro 81' \li'itjmn.. 

llfyt<Ukllll'/4WII~II!ti;UIH!IW~~OJM111iCI'II~I!i~(llfll,dllt11111umdli!WWfflil~~~ndili<Mih~n~lliWfi~I\!Jt:~rt!JI.If~llild11101Pt!YIIl~r~urlll)'lli!~QitlMt(oofJIJf~~~t~t. 

Oll~lliJlkiil1l'rt~i-,:Wifh~~lkWffill'ril!k!ll11!f~OilCftm_~frill'llpiltlk:~!MIIIwtp!f)MM-!t<IIJMI:IIl$!.~r&onbc.i.ld,~~~ulytlliiii<O!io:d(<rllil~l,!llid~t4bllllunll«o,jp:,~Jtd!M!liMngmiMIIll/~ 
ll«<i!rW ~l!ftl'lll# Ul_lll!WfMil ~ ~~ 1M lfXhnij!!IM m'(li:t~bif ~1; M lift!M,ii ilt.'iirlillll<ii IUIJI!l! pll$l.~ll"t1Wh ~ Mlj Wf·Jf4\:tle qlhl$ till JMAA~l!O<ld~ l!i IMIUI Plllltlil:4\liMtUWII' ~to tmJ~ l ~ 
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C. Waymo TWo-Way Communication Link Monitoring 

Every Waymo vehicle has a two-way cellular communication link, with redundant cellular 
service, for connecting with our Fleet Response and Rider Support Agents.' In certain 
emergency situations, the Fleet Response Specialists notify the Rider Support Agents to 
connect to the passengers. In these situations, the Rider Support Agents are trained to 
promptly initiate communication with the passenger. The Rider Support Agents are also 
notified of irregular trip situations through the Rider Support tool, and are trained to connect 
with the passenger upon receiving said notifications. 

In addition, if at any time the passenger is looking for assistance, the passenger can press a 
button inside the Waymo vehicle's second row or by calling or chatting with our Rider 
Support team via our mobile app. Rider Support Agents are trained to rapidly connect with 
passengers and initiate real-time voice communications to assist passengers in the vehicle. If 
the Rider Support Agents cannot connect through the car, the Rider Support Agents trained 
to reach out to the passenger's cellular phone. Passengers' cellular phone numbers are 
stored in the Rider Support tool. 

D. Waymo Fleet Monitoring Overview 

Before deploying our fully driverless vehicles, a Waymo technician ensures that each vehicle 
is ready for operation and puts the vehicle into driverless mode. Waymo has two separate 
teams that continuously monitor our fleet while in operation. 

First, our Fleet Response Specialists possess valid drivers licenses and are responsible for 
monitoring the status of our vehicles in real-time as they travel on public roadways. Using a 
virtual tool, they monitor Waymo vehicles during all self-driving testing, including testing 
both with and without a human driver. 

Additionally, our Rider Support team, which provides customer support functionality for 
passengers, is available to communicate with passengers at any point in their trip. 

3 The definition of "remote operator" in the California DMV's Driverless Testing and Deployment Regulations (CCR 
227.02(n)) allows (but does not require) operators to "perform the dynamic driving task for the vehicle"¥ otherwise 
known as "remote driving" or "teleoperation." For safety reasons, and because Waymo's vehicles already handle the 
entire dynamic driving task at SAE Level4, Waymo neither has such functionality today, nor do we intend to moving 
forward. 



E. Intended Operational Design Domain of Waymo's Vehicles During Driverless Testing 
and Operation 

A duplicate of the information is provided in the Waymo Law Enforcement Interaction 
Protocol. 

The operational design domain refers to the conditions under which a self-driving system can 
safely operate. Waymo's domain includes geographies, roadway types, speed range, weather, 
time of day, state and local traffic laws and regulations, and other conditions. 

An operational design domain can be very limited: for instance, a single fixed route on 
low-speed public streets or private grounds (such as business parks) in temperate weather 
conditions during daylight hours. However, Waymo intends to have a broad operational 
design domain to cover everyday driving. We're developing self-driving technology that can 
navigate roadways in a variety of conditions within broad geographic areas. Our vehicles are 
designed with the capability to drive in inclement weather, such as light to moderate rain, 
and can operate in daytime and at night. 

Waymo's system is also designed so each vehicle will not operate outside of its approved 
operational design domain. For example, passengers cannot select a destination outside of 
our approved geography, and our software will not create a route that travels outside of a 
"geo-fenced" area, which has been mapped in detail. 

Waymo's vehicles validated for driverless testing include a Level 4 
automated driving system under SAE lntNnatj,onal's Tax0nomy and 
Definitions for Teem~ Related to Driving Automation Systems for On-Road 
Motor Vehicles, standard J3016 (SEP 2016). This system is what enables 
the capabilities of our fully self-driving vehicles. 

Our Level 4 system includes the software and hardware that, when 
integrated into the vehicle, perform all driving functions. Waymo's 
self-driving system is designed to perform the entire dynamic driving task 
4 within a defined operational design domain5 and has the capability to 
achieve a minimal risk condition 6

: the ability to bring a vehicle to a safe 
stop, without any expectation that a human driver take over. In contrast, 
systems at a lower-level of automation, at SAE Levels 1, 2, or 3, are required 
to have a human driver take over from the system when necessary. 

4 DYNAMIC DRIVING TASK. Means all of the realwtime functions required to operate a vehicle in on-road trafFic, 
excluding selection affinal and intermediate destinations, and including without limitation: object and event 
detection, recognition, and classification; object and event response; maneuver planning; steering, turning, lane 
keeping, and lane changing, including providing the appropriate signal for the lane change or turn maneuver; and 
acceleration and deceleration. 
5 OPERATIONAL DESIGN DOMAIN. A description of the specific operating domain(s) in which an automated driving 
system is designed to properly operate, including but not limited to geographic area, roadway type, speed range, 
environmental conditions (weather, daytime/nighttime, etc.) and other domain constraints. 
6 MIN I MAL RISK CONDITION. A low-risk operating mode in which a fully self-driving vehicle operating without a 
human driver achieves a reasonably safe state, such as bringing the vehicle to a complete stop, upon experiencing a 
failure of the vehicle's automated driving system that renders the vehicle unable to perform the entire dynamic 
driving task 



If the Waymo vehicle can no longer proceed on a planned trip, Waymo's 
vehicles are designed to be capable of performing a safe stop, known as 
achieving a "minimal risk condition" without any need for human 
intervention, which is a requirement for anSAE Level4 automated driving 
system. This includes situations when Waymo's fully self-driving vehicle 
experiences a problem that prevents the automated driving system from 
continuing the driving task or when environmental conditions change in 
a way that would affect safe driving within our operational design 
domain. Waymo's system is designed to detect each one ofthese 
scenarios automatically. In addition, our vehicles run thousands of checks 
on their systems every second, looking for faults. Our system is equipped 
with a series of redundancies for critical systems, such as sensors, 
computing, steering and braking. Our vehicle's response varies with the 
type of roadway on which a situation occurs, the current traffic 
conditions, and the extent of the technology failure. Depending on these 
factors, the system can determine an appropriate response to keep the 
vehicle, its passengers,' and other road users safe. 

During driverless testing, the intended operational design domain of 
Waymo's vehicles will include the following roadway types: 

• Freeways, highways,• city streets, rural roads, and other roadways. 
• Parking lots 

During driverless testing, the intended operational design domain of 
Waymo's vehicles will include roadways with posted speed limits up to 65 
miles per hour. 

During driverless testing, the intended operational design domain of 
Waymo's vehicles will include the following inclement weather situations: 

• Light Rain 
• Fog 

During driverless testing, the Intended operational design domain of 
Waymo's vehicles will include all times of day and night. 

Waymo will provide local jurisdictions with information regarding the 
geographic area where our vehicles are involved in driverless testing. 

7 PASSENGER An occupant of a vehicle who has no role in the operation of that vehicle when the autonomous 
technology is engaged. A passenger may summon a vehicle or inPut a destination, but does not engage the 
technology, monitor the vehicle, or drive or operate the vehicle. A member of the public may ride as a passenger in 
an autonomous test vehicle if there are no fees charged to the passenger or compensation received by the 
manufacturer. 
8 See California Vehicle Code§ 360: "Highway" is a way or place of whatever nature, publicly maintained and open to 
the use of the public for purposes of vehicular travel. Highway includes street. 



ttomain 
Constraints 

During driverless testing, Waymo's vehicles may transport the following 
categories of passengers: 

• · Waymo employees, contractors, or agents. 
• Alphabet employees, contractors, or agents. 
• Alphabet affiliate company employees, contractors, or agents. 
• Members of the public as passengers during testing, without any 

fee charged. 

Waymo's intended operational design domain will not initially allow for 
driverless testing under the following conditions: 

• Snow/icy conditions 
• Heavy rain 
• Flooded roadways 
• Offroad 
• One-way mountain roadways 

During driverless testing, if any of these conditions are encountered, 
Waymo's vehicles are designed to be capable of achieving a minimal risk 
condition without any human intervention. 

Controlling the operating domain of its driverless vehicles is a part of 
Waymo's dynamic testing program. For the purpose of driverless testing, 
Waymo may choose to change domain constraints for some or all of its 
vehicles at various times. For example, driverless testing may be limited 
to: 

• Certain times of day 
• Roadways of slower posted speed limits than 65 miles per hour 

. • Certain validated roadway features (including freeway ramps, 
merge lanes, turn lanes, intersections, construction zones, 
roundabouts, cui de sacs, roundabouts, covered parking lots, 
restricted speed zones, and rail and light transit crossings) 

• Non-inclement weather conditions. 



F. Geographic Area for Driverless Testing (California) 

Waymo plans to conduct driverless testing9 on roads within the California Bay Area 
communities outlined in the boundary map below with the vehicles described in Waymo's 
application. These geographies are part of Waymo's current operational design domain. 
Each of the covered communities will be notified of the date of driverless testing, prior to the 
start of such testing in the respective community. Additionally, any expansion of this territory 
during testing will be preceded by a notification to such covered communities before it is 
submitted as an amendment for review to the California Department of Motor Vehicles: 

9 TESTING. The operation of a self-driving vehicle on public roads by employees, contractors, or designees of a 
manufacturer for the purpose of assessing, demonstrating, and validating the automated driving system's 
capabilities, 
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o. Law Enforcement Interaction Protocol 

Protocol enclosed on the following page. 



WAYMO 

Waymo Law Enforcement 

Interaction Protocol 



1. Communication With Waymo Rider Support Through Dedicated Telephone 

Hotline Established for Police, Firefighters, and Other First Responders During 

Vehicle Operation 

A. Wa8mo has established a toll-free telephone hotline dedicated to allowing police, fire 

departments, and other first responders to communicate directltj with Wat~mo's Rider 

Support specialists and is available at all times when our driverless testing is taking 

place on public roads. This phone number is provided b8 Wa8mo direct18 to state and 

local police, fire departments, and other first responders. 

a. Wa8mo has created a Rider Support team to help answer questions for our earl8 

riders. These specialists can be reached, bt~ either our passengers or police, with a 

button-press inside the vehicle's second row or b8 calling or chatting with our Rider 

Support team from the mobile app. Our Rider Support specialists can speak with 

riders during the regular course of a trip or assist in case of an emergenctJ. 

2. Where, in the Waymo Vehicle, to Obtain Owner information, Vehicle Registration~ 

and Proof of insurance in the Event of a Collision or Traffic Violation Involving 

the Vehicle 

A. Law Enforcement and other first responders can obtain owner, registration, and 

insurance information for each Wa8mo full8 self-driving vehicle b8 calling our 

dedicated toll-free hotline. Additionall~. each vehicle will have ph8sical copies of this 

information stored inside. One cop~ of the documents will be stored in a container 

affixed to the front passenger-side sun visor, and a second copiJ will be stored in 

a container affixed to the front driver-side sun visor. 

3. How to Safely Remove the Waymo Vehicle From the Roadway 

A. If, for an \:I reason, one of Wa~Jmo's vehicles needs to be removed from the roadwa!:J, 

then we will arrange for a towing service. 

B. Alt.ernativel8, police can follow standard towing procedures with the vehicles, after 

disabling the Self-Driving Mode and turning the vehicles off, in accordance with the 

Wa8mo Emergenc8 Response Supplement, which is separatel8 being provided directl8 

to state agencies and local police, firefighters, and other first responders. After 

disabling Self-Driving Mode, the vehicle ma8 be towed. If in manual mode, the vehicle 

can be towed like an~J conventional rear drive vehicle. Otherwise, the vehicle should 

be placed on a flatbed truck for removal. 
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It, How to Recognize Whether the Vehicles are Self-Driving While on Public Roads 

A. During driverless testing and operation, WatJmo's vehicles would not have an!:J person 

in the driver's seat either steering or otherwise controlling the vehicle. 

5. How First Responders, Firefighters, and Law Enforcement Can Deactivate the 

Self·Drlving System and Ensure that it has Been Deactivated 

A. Detecting and Responding to Police and Emergenc8 Vehicles 

a. Each of Wa8mo's full8 self-driving vehicles uses its sensors to identif8 police or 

emergenc8 vehicles b8 detecting how the8 look, their sirens, and their emergenc8 

lights. Once police and emergenc8 vehicles are detected. the Wa8mo self-driving 

car is designed to yield as appropriate to these emergenc\:J vehicles no matter 

which direction the8 are headed. 

b. If a Wa8mo fuli8 self-driving vehicle detects that a police or emergenc8 vehicle is 

behind it and flashing its lights, the Wa8mo vehicle is designed to pull over to the 

side of the road and stop when it finds a safe place to do so. 

B. Detecting and Responding to a Law Enforcement Traffic Stop 

a. After the Wa8mo full8 self-driving vehicle pulls over to the side of the roadwa8, 

it will have the abilit8 to unlock the doors and roll down the windows for our Rider 

Support team to communicate with law enforcement if needed. 

b. Wa8mo's Rider Support specialists can also be reached b8 pressing the Help button 

in the interior console accessible from the second row passenger seating area. 

c. WatJmo's Rider Support specialists will have protocols for interacting with antJ 

vehicle passengers in the event of the vehicle being pulled over, or involved 

in a collision, btJ providing information through in-vehicle speakers, on the 

in-vehicle displatJs. and communicating with passengers through in-vehicle 

telecommunications capabilities. A Wa8mo support team will be dispatched to 

provide on-scene support, when needed, for passengers and first responders. 
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C. Detecting the Wa8mo Fully Self-Driving Vehicle was Involved in a Collision 

a. The Waymo vehicle is capable of detecting that it was involved in a collision and 

will brake until it reaches a full stop. The vehicle will immediately notify Waymo's 

Fleet Response specialists. 

i. Waymo's Fleet Response will then call911 if the circumstances warrant (e.g, 

where there is a significant collision in which police mafj be needed because 

of injuries, vehicles blocking traffic, etc). 

ii. A Waymo support team will be dispatched to provide on-scene support for 

passengers and first responders. 

iii. The Waymo full8 self-driving vehicle will react ditferent18 depending on the 

collision severit8. In the event an airbag is deplo8ed, the vehicle, b~ design, 

will become immobile. 

b. Local police and other first responders will be able to take the appropriate steps to 

detect if the vehicle is immobilized or otherwise take appropriate steps to further 

immobilize and safel8 avoid ph8sical hazards associated with the high voltage 

electric (lithium ion batter8) powertrain b8 following our Wa8mo Emergenc8 

Response Supplement, which will be made available to law enforcement in 

jurisdictions where we are testing, for each t8pe of Wa8mo Vehicle tested: 

i. Wa8mo Chrysler Pacifica PHEV: All information provided in the Base 2017 

Chrysler Pacifica H8brid PHEV Emergenc8 Response Guide ("Base Guide") 

[ https://www.nfpa.org/T raining-and-Events/By-topic/ Alternative-F uei-Veh i cle

Safety'rraining/Ernergency-Response-Guides/Chrysler] is applicable to the 

Waymo fully self-driving Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid minivans and supplemented 

by information in the Wayrno Emergency Response Supplement, which 

is separately being provided directly to state agencies and local police, 

firefighters, and other first responders. 
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6. How First Responders, Firefighters, and Law Enforcement Can Safely Interact With 

Wciymo's Electric and Hybrid Vehicles After Being Deactivated 

A. Waymo Chr\)sler Pacifica PHEV: All information provided in the Base 2017 Chrysler 

Pacifica Hybrid PHEV Emergency Response Guide ("Base Guide") [https://www.nfpa. 

org!f raining-and-Eve nts/8 y-top ic/ Alternative-Fuei-Veh i cle-Safety-Tra in i ng/E mergency

Response-Guides/Chrysler] is applicable to the Waymo fully self-driving Chrysler 

Pacifica Hybrid minivans and supplemented by information in the Waymo Emergency 

Response Supplement, which is separately being provided directly to state agencies 

and local police, firefighters, and other first responders. 

7. Description of the Operational Design Domain of Waymo's Vehicles 

The operational design domain refers to the conditions under which a self-driving Stjstem 

can safely operate. Waymo's domain includes geographies, roadway types, speed range, 

weather, time of day, state and local traffic laws and regulations, and other conditions. 

An operational design domain can be vertJ limited: for instance, a single fixed route on 

low-speed public streets or private grounds (such as business parks) in temperate weather 

conditions during daylight hours. However, Waymo intends to have a broad operational 

design domain to cover everyday driving. We're developing self-driving technology that can 

navigate roadwatJS in a variet~J of conditions within broad geographic oreas. Our vehicles 

are designed with the capabilit!::J to drive in inclement weather, such as light to moderate 

rain, and can operate in da!::Jtime and at night. 

Wa!::Jmo's S\:jStem is also designed so each vehicle will not operate outside of its approved 

operational design domain. For example, passengers cannot select a destination outside 

of our approved geogroph!::J, and our software will not create a route that travels outside 

of a "geo~fenced" area, which has been mapped in detoil. 
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Wa!Jmo's vehicles validated for driverless testing include a level4 

automated driving Stjstem under SAE lnternationq!'s Taxonomu nod 
Definitions for JQrms Re!gted to Drjyjng Automatjon Systems for 

On-Roqd Motor .Y!i!.h.i..ples. standard J3016 (SEP 20161. This S!:JStem 

Is what enables the capabilities of our full!:! self-driving vehicles. 

Our level 4 S!:Jstem includes the software and hardware that, when 

integrated into the vehicle, perform all driving functions. Waymo's 

self-driving S!:JStem is designed to perform the entire d!Jnamic driving 

task1 within a defined operational design domain 2 and has the 

capabilit!J to achieve a minimal risk condition3: the abilit!J to bring a 

vehicle to a safe stop, without any expectation that a human driver 

take over. In contrast, systems at a lower-level of automation, at SAE 

levels 1, 2, or 3, are required to have a human driver take over from the 

S!:JStem when necessary. 

If the Wai:Jmo vehicle can no longer proceed on a planned trip, 
Wat~mo's vehicles are designed to be capable of performing a safe 

stop, known as achieving a ~minimal risk condltiono without any need 

for human intervention, which is a requirement for anSAE Level 4 

automated driving S!:Jstem. This includes situations when Waymo's fullu 

self-driving vehicle experiences a problem that prevents the automated 

driving S!:jstem from continuing the driving task or when environmental 

conditions change in a WO\:j that would affect safe driving within our 

operational design domain. Wo!Jmo's s\:jstem is designed to detect 

each one of these scenarios automaticali!:J.In addition, our vehicles 

run thousands of checks on their Stjstems ever!:J second, looking for 

faults. Our S!:JStam Is equipped with a series of redundancies for critical 

S!:Jstems, such as sensors, computing, steering and braking. Our 

vehicle's response varies with the t\:jpe of roadwau on which a situation 

occurs, the current traffic conditions, and the extent of the teohnologt,J 

failure. Depending on these 'factors, the system can determine on 

appropriate response to keep the vehicle, its passengers\ and other 

road users safe, 
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During driverless testing, the intended operational design domain 

of Wa!:Jmo's vehicles will include the following roadwa\:J t~:~pes: 

Freewa!:JS, highwa~:~s 6 , cit\:j streets, rural roads, 

and other roadwa~:~s. 

Parking lots 

During driverless testing, the intended operational design domain 

of Waymo's vehicles will Include roadways with posted speed limits 

up to 65 miles per hour. 

During driverless testing, the intended operational design 

domain of Wa~:~mo's vehicles will include the following inclement 

weather situations: 

Light Rain 

Fog 

During driverless testing, the intended operational design domain 

of Wa!:Jmo's vehicles will include all times of dot~ and night. 

Wat~mo will provide local jurisdictions with information regarding the 

geographic area where our vehicles are involved in driverless testing. 

During driverless testing, WatJmo's vehicles mai:J transport the following 

categories of pdssengers: 

Waymo emplo~;jees, contractors, or agents. 

Alphabet emplo~;jees, contractors, or agents. 

Alphabet affiliate compan!:l employees, contractors, or agents. 

Members of the public as passengers during testing, without 

an!:J fee charged. 
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Wa8mo's intended operational design domain will not initiall\:1 allow 

for driverless testing under the following conditions: 

Snow/icfd conditions 

Heav~ rain 

Flooded roadWO\:JS 

Offroad 

One-WOfd mountain roodwa\:ls 

During driverless testing, if On!:J of these conditions ore encountered, 

Wa\:lmo's vehicles are desi'gned to be capable of achi'eving a minimal 

risk condition without an\:! human intervention. 

Controlling the operating domain of its driverless vehicles is o part 

of Wafdmo's d!:Jnamio testing program. For the purpose of driverless 

testing, Wa!:JmO may choose to change domain constraints for some 

or all of its vehicles at various times. For example, driverless testing 

mal:J be limited to: 

Certain times of day 

Roadways of slower posted speed limits than 65 miles per hour 

Certain validated roadwa!:J features (including freewa!:J ramps, 

merge lanes, turn lanes, intersections, construction zones, 

roundabouts, cui de sacs, roundabouts, covered parking lots, 

restricted speed zones, and rail and light transit crossings) 

Non-inclement weather conditions 

' DYNAMIC DRIVING TASK. Means all of tha raal-tlme functions re<lulred to operate a vehicle in on-road traffic, e~cluding selection of final and intermediate 
dastinotions, and Including without limitation: object and event dotocticn, recognition, and classification: object and event response: moneuvor planning; 
steering, turning, lono keeping, and lone changing, including providing the appropriate signal far the lone change ot turn maneuver: and acceleration and 
deceleration, 

' OPERATIONAL DESIGN DOMAIN. A description of the specific operating domain(s) in which on automated driving sustem is designed to properljj operate, 
including but not limited to geographic area, roadwa\J tupe, speed rongo, environmental conditions (weather, da!Jtime/nighttime, etc.) and othar domain 
constraint.~. 

' MINIMAl RISK CONDITION. A low-risk operating mode In which o full1:1 self-drivirlg vehicle operating without o human driver aohieVe6 a reosonabll:J safe 
s"klte, 6uch as br1ng ing the vehicle to a complete stop, upon oxporiencing a failure of the vohicle's automated driving s~:~stem that renders the vehicle unable 
to parform Lho entire d~:~namic driving task. 

4 PASSENGER. An occupant of Cl vehicle who has no role in the operation of lhot vehicle when the outonomo1.1s te<JhnaloglJ is engaged. A passenger mo\J 
summon o vehicle or Input a destillation, bul docs not engage the technologu, monitor the vehicle, or drive or operate tho vehicle. A member of the public 
ma11 ride as a passenger in an autonomous lest vohicle if there oro no foes charged to the passenger or compensation received b!:l the mon1.1facture~ 

• See California Vehicle Code§ 360~ "1-lighwa~:~" is a WOIJ or place of whatever nature, publicly maintained and open to the 1.1se of the public for purposes 
of vehicular trdvel. 1-lighway Includes street. 
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H. Fleet Response Specialist and Rider Support Agents Training Program 

l. Fleet Response Specialist Training Outline: 

Waymo's Fleet Response Specialist training program is designed to match the level of 
training to the complexity of the scenarios the vehicle might encounter during 
driverless testing. Each of the following training modules is conducted by an 
experienced Fleet Response Specialist and trainees must pass a post-training 
evaluation with an instructor. 

Fleet Response Specialist training is a combination of classroom time, use of a Fleet 
Response tool, guided observation, hands-on practice, supervised time on the live 
tool, and a final assessment. Fleet Response Specialist trainees are trained by 
experienced instructors and Fleet Response Specialists. Trainees will not be 
permitted to perform the Fleet Response Specialist role independently until they have 
successfully completed the Fleet Response Specialist training program including 
passing the evaluation. 

During our three-week program, Fleet Response trainees are constantly being 
evaluated by instructors to determine when they're prepared for the next stage of 
instruction. In the third week of the program, once our training team determines that 
the trainee has reached a sufficient level of proficiency, the trainee will take a final 
assessment that evaluates the candidates for all necessary skill sets. The timing of the 
assessment during the second week thus varies per individual depending on the 
individual's subject proficiency. If unforeseen circumstances warrant a trainee's course 
of study to be paused (e.g., an illness) for a few days, the trainee can return to the 
program and complete the remainder of the third week training before taking the 
final assessment. Further details of the three-week Fleet Response training program 
are below. 

Week 1: Classroom Training, Guided Observation, Fleet Response Specialist, Daily 
Assessment 

a. Classroom Training. Trainees attend classroom trainings. Throughout 
these classroom sessions, trainees learn the intricacies of Waymo's 
self-driving system and how to use the Fleet Response Specialist tool to 
communicate with the self-driving cars. Video analysis of real-world 
scenarios combined with detailed explanation of both the self-driving 
system and the Fleet Response Specialist tool aids in the development 
of Fleet Response Specialist knowledge. Fleet Response Specialists also 
learn how to properly respond to scenarios the vehicles are expected to 
encounter. 

b. Guided Observation.· Trainees observe an experienced Fleet Response 
Specialist perform the Fleet Response Specialist role. During this time 
they observe the pace and flow of tasks and have the opportunity to ask 
questions and observe a Fleet Response Specialist respond to real-time 
tasks. 



c. Dally Assessments. Every day, Fleet Response Specialists have time to 
study and review the new information they've learned throughout the 
day and week independently and with instructors in week l. Instructors 
work with trainees to assess their progress on learning and retaining 
the new material they are learning to ensure steady growth. 

B. Week 2: Clossroom PrescntCJtions, Ernergency Procedures, Supervised Fleet 
RHsponse Specialist Practice, Daily AssHssment 

a. Classroom Training. Trainees complete a series of classroom 
presentations. Throughout these classroom presentations trainees 
learn the details needed to understand the operation of the self-driving 
system and how to use the Fleet Response Specialist tool to assist the 
self-driving cars. Video analysis of real-world scenarios combined with 
detailed explanation of the self-driving system and Fleet Response 
Specialist tool aids in the development of Fleet Response Specialist 
knowledge throughout these presentations. Fleet Response Specialists 
also learn how to properly respond to each scenario the vehicle 
encounters. 

b. Emergency Procedure. Trainees study and practice the procedures for 
responding to possible collision alerts. Trainees learn the proper steps 
to evaluate possible collisions and quickly escalate true positive 
collisions. 

c. Supervised Fleet Response Specialist Practice. Fleet Response 
Specialists in training week 2 working directly with an instructor or 
experienced Fleet Response Specialist practicing responding to real 
world scenarios on the Fleet Response Specialist tool. The instructor or 
experienced Fleet Response Specialist is there to support their practice, 
answer questions, provide feedback and guidance in order to hone the 
skills of the Fleet Response Specialist in training. 

d. Daily Assessment. During week 2 Fleet Response Specialist trainees 
take a written assessment to evaluate their training progress and 
provide feedback in areas they need to continue to work on. After the 
assessment, instructors review the results and provide role related 
feedback to the trainees. 

C. W(~ek 3: Supervised Fleet Pesponse Specialist Practice, Escalation Simulation, 
Final Assessment 

a. Supervised Fleet Response Specialist Practice. Fleet Response 
Specialists in training work directly with an instructor or experienced 
Fleet Response Specialist practicing responding to real world scenarios 
on the Fleet Response Specialist tool. The instructor or experienced 
Fleet Response Specialist is there to support their practice, answer 
questions, provide feedback and guidance in order to hone the skills of 
the Fleet Response Specialist in training. By then end of week 3, Fleet 
Response Specialists should be able to demonstrate their ability to 
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perform their role with only limited engagement from their instructor 
or experienced Fleet Response Specialist. 

b. Escalation Simulation. Fleet Response Specialist trainees practice 
their escalation procedures in preparation for their final assessment, to 
ensure they're fully prepared to escalate complex scenarios per Fleet 
Response Specialist escalation procedures. 

c. Final Assessment. Fleet Response Specialists in training must 
complete a final assessment where their overall Fleet Response 
Specialist competency is evaluated. A passing score on the final 
assessment means the Fleet Response Specialist is certified to perform 
the role independently. A trainee is not certified to complete the role 
without supervision until he/she receives a passing score on the final 
assessment. 

D. Ongoing Training and Notable Training Tools/Methods 

The following exercises and methods are intended to help our Fleet Response 
Specialists maintain the highest standard while assisting our cars in the real 
world. This continuous training program also helps our Fleet Response 
Specialists stay up to date on changes to Waymo's self-driving system and the 
Fleet Response Specialist tools and functionality. 

A. Operator feedback during training. Instructors leave feedback on 
Fleet Response trainees after each training session to share progress of 
trainees. This helps instructors focus and improve on a trainee's 
strengths and weaknesses. 

B. Team scenario review. Reviewing "play-back" videos of difficult Fleet 
Response Specialist scenarios experienced in the real world throughout 
the day/week. This gives the Fleet Response Specialist the time to 
analyze difficult situations without having to experience them 
first-hand. This exercise helps flag difficult areas and teach Fleet 
Response Specialists how to respond should they encounter these 
same situations. 

c. Shift Manager check-ins. Periodically, shift managers will observe our 
Fleet Response Specialists to ensure continued high quality 
performance. During these check-ins, Shift Managers identify and 
discuss areas where Fleet Response Specialists may need to improve 
their performance by reviewing scenarios each Fleet Response 
Specialist has encountered in their daily operation. 

D. Debrief Meetings. Fleet Response Specialists have a daily meeting 
with their Shift Managers to discuss updates, trends, scenarios or other 
issues that have been identified as important to discuss at the debriefs. 

2. Rider Support Agent Training Outline 

Waymo's Rider Support team is made up of agents that are trained over a two-week 
period to communicate with the passengers of self-driving cars. The Rider Support 
team is responsible for overseeing the two-way communications link and connecting 
with occupants for general support, high stress situations, and interacting with law 



enforcement via a toll-free number. The training is comprised of classrooms, 
shadowing current agents, supervised call-handling, and a final assessment. 

During our two-week program, Rider Support trainees are constantly being evaluated 
by instructors to determine when they're prepared for the next stage of instruction. In 
the second week oft he program, once our training team determines that the trainee 
has reached a sufficient level of proficiency, the trainee will take a final assessment 
that evaluates the candidates for all necessary skill sets. The timing of the assessment 
during the second week thus varies per individual depending on the individual's 
subject proficiency. If unforeseen circumstances warrant a trainee's course of study to 
be paused (e.g., an illness) for a few days, the trainee can return to the program and 
complete the remainder of the second week training before taking the final 
assessment. Further details oft he two-week Rider Support training program are 
below. 

Weekl: 
• Classroom Training: During various classroom presentations, new 

agents are introduced to the Rider Support tools and the cues from the 
self-driving systems that signal that the passenger will be needing 
assistance. 

• Introduction to the Rider Support Guidebook: It is the central 
resource for the agents' workflows, processes, and knowledge base of 
information. 

• Shadowing: New Rider Support members shadow managers and 
advanced support agents while handling calls, chats, and em ails from 
passengers of the self-driving system. 

Week2: 
• Supervised call handling: Rider Support agents begin to take calls, 

chats, and em ails under supervision of trainers. 
o Assessment that measures adherence to the Rider Support 

Guidebook: Specialists must pass an assessment that covers process 
adherence, classroom materials, and scripts. 

Ongoing training: 
• Emergency procedure adherence: Rider Support agents participate in 

weekly drills to ensure that the specialists are prepared for emergency 
situations. 

• Quality assessments: Managers will listen to a random selection of calls 
from the previous week and score calls from each specialist. Managers 
coach the agents on scripts and process adherence. 

o Weekly team meetings: Managers hold weekly team meetings to 
discuss process and script updates. 



3. Waymo Fleet Response Specialist and Rider Support Agent Training Certifications 

CM 

EM 

JM 7 7 

CM 6/5/2017 6/26/2017 . 

BH 6/5/2017 6/29/2017 

IL 6/12/2017 6/30/2017 

LV 6/12/2017 6/30/2017 

AP 6/26/2017 7/19/2017 

6/26/2017 

7/10/2017 8/8/2017 

8/14/2017 8/30/2017 

8/14/2017 8/31/2017 

MW 8/14/2017 8/31/2017 

KD 8/14/2017 

cs 8/14/2017 

WD 8/14/2017 

SM 9/18/2017 



DH 11/27/2017 12/13/2017 

JR 1/8/2018 1/25/2018 

55 1/8/2018 l/25/2018 

AC l/8/2018 1/26/2018 

GS 1/8/2018 1/26/2018 

LM 1/8/2018 1/26/2018 

BC 1/8/2018 2/15/2018 

CR 1/8/2018 2/lS/2018 

AS 1/29/2018 2/14/2017 

JA 1/29/2018 2/lS/2018 

SR 1/29/2018 2/lS/2018 

MC 1/29/2018 2/20/2018 

RB 1/29/2018 2/21/2018 

CB l/29/2018 2/23/2018 

HV l/29/2018 2/25/2018 

cz 2/26/2018 3/16/2018 

EC 2/26/2018 3/16/2018 

ES 2/26/2018 3/16/2018 

NK 2/26/2018 3/16/2018 

RG 2/26/2018 3/16/2018 

RM 2/26/2018 3/16/2018 

cs 2/26/2018 3/21/2018 

AO 3/19/2018 4/4/2018 

AB 3/19/2018 4/4/2018 

KF 3/19/2018 4/5/2018 

AL 3/19/2018 4/5/2018 

sc 3/19/2018 4/6/2018 

cs 3/19/2018 4/6/2018 

PF 4/9/2018 4/25/2018 

AR 4/9/2018 4/25/2018 

AL 4/9/2018 4/25/2018 

FV 4/9/2018 4/26/2018 

DD 4/9/2018 4/26/2018 

GO 4/9/2018 4/27/2018 



RW 4/9/2018 4/27/2018 

JL 4/9/2018 4/27/2018 

MS 4/9/2018 4/27/2018 

8/14/2017 

NW 8/14/2017 

SH 8/14/2017 

8/21/2017 

8/7/2017 

8/7/2017 

8/7/2017 

8/14/2017 

BP 8/14/2017 

MM 

BV 

BT 8/21/2017 

SB 8/21/2017 

KR 8/28/2017 

KT 9/25/2017 

DM 9/25/2017 

11/27/2017 

2/12/2018 

2/12/2018 

2/12/2018 

2/12/2018 

RT 2/12/2018 



1. Waymo Safety Report 

The Wayrno Safety Report was submitted to the U.S. Department of Transportation on 
October 12, 2017. The report contains information responsive to the U.S. Department of 
Transportation's new Voluntary Guidance- Automated Driving Systems 2.0: A Vision for 
Safety, released on September 12, 2017. Section I of the Guidance outlines 12 safety design 
elements, and encourages companies testing and deploying self-driving systems to address 
each of these areas. 

The Report summarizes how Waymo is considering and broadly addressing these specific 
safety areas, and includes additional details on other aspects of our safety program including 
safety features, the processes we've established to design and validate our technology to 
ensure safety, and our comprehensive testing program. 

The DOT's 12 safety design elements have been considered during product development of 
our fully self-driving vehicles and are addressed across the four chapters of the Report: 

Our "Safety by Design" Philosophy: How Waymo takes a comprehensive approach 
to system safety. 

• System safety. Our System Safety Program builds on widely accepted industry 
practices, using a systems engineering approach to identify, analyze, and 
mitigate risks associated with our self-driving vehicles. 

How the Vehicle Works: What our fully self-driving vehicle is and how it is designed 
to work safely without a human driver. 

• Object and event detection and response: How our vehicles' sensors observe 
the world, predict actions of other road users, and provide the data our system 
needs to make safe decisions. 

• Operational design domain: The conditions (e.g., speed, weather conditions, 
geography) within which our vehicles can operate, and how we ensure they do 
not operate outside those conditions. 

• Federal, state, and local laws: How our vehicles incorporate rules of the road 
and other applicable laws. 

• Minimal risk condition (fallback): How our vehicle detects and responds to 
system faults or other problems that reduce functionality, while retaining the 
ability to achieve a safe stop. 

• Data recording: How our vehicle records data useful for crash reconstruction, 
which we analyze for possible improvements to our system. 

• Post-Crash Behavior: How our vehicle returns to a "safe state" after a collision, 
and our process for responding to safety incidents. 

• Cybersecurity: How our cybersecurity program works to address threats and 
vulnerabilities. 

The Testing Process: How we test our fully self-driving vehicles to demonstrate their 
capability and safety. 



• Validation methods: How we employ on-road testing, closed-course testing, 
computer simulation, and other testing methods to ensure that our system is 
capable of safely handling both everyday and unexpected driving situations. 

• Crashworthiness: How vehicles that Waymo uses protect their occupants in 
crashes, and how our system is designed to preserve those protections. 

Building Public Trust: Additional measures we take to ensure safe interactions with 
our passengers and other road users. 

• Human-machine Interface: How our system interface enhances 
communications and interactions with passengers in our vehicles. 

• Consumer education and training: Our work to inform consumers and new 
users about our fully self-driving vehicles. 
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Self-driving vehicles hold the promise to improve road 
safet~ and offer new mobility options to millions 
of people. Whether the~'re saving lives or helping 
people run errands, commute to work, or drop kids off 
at school, fully self-driving vehicles hold enormous 
potential to transform people's lives for the better. 

Safety is at the core of Waymo's mission-it's why 
we were founded over eight years ago as the Google 
self-driving car project. 
Ever~ ~:~ear, 1.2 million lives are lost to traffic crashes around the world, and 
in the U.S. the number of tragedies is growing. A common element of these 
crashes is that 9L~% involve human error. Driving is not as safe or as em~~ as 
it should be, while distracted driving is on the rise. We believe our technolog8 
could save thousands of lives now lost to traffic crashes evert~ uear. 

Our commitment to safet!::l is reflected in evertJthing we do, from our companl::J 
culture to how we design and test our technologl:J. In this, our first SafettJ 
Report on Wa8mo's fully self-driving technolog8, we detail Waymo's work 
on-and our commitment to-safet!:l. This overview of our safet!:J program 
underscores the important lessons learned through the 3.5 million miles 
Wa!:Jmo's vehicles have self-driven on public roads and through our billions 
of miles of simulated driving. 
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Wa8mo's Safet8 Report also addresses the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(DOT) federal polic8 framework for autonomous vehicles: Automated Driving 
S8stems 2.0: A Vision for Safet8. The DOT framework outlines 12 safet8 design 
elements, and encourages companies testing and deplot~ing se!f-driy.\.n.g_ 
§,YStems to address each of these areas. Over the course of our Report, 
we will outline the processes relevant to each safet!j design element and 
how the8 underpin the development, testing, and deplo8ment of full8 
self-driving vehicles. 

Full8 self-driving vehicles will succeed in their promise and gain public 
acceptance onl8 if the8 are safe. That's wh8 Wa8mo has been investing 
in safet8 and building the processes that give us the confidence that our 
self-driving vehicles can serve the public's need for safer transportation 
and better mobilit8. 
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The World Around Us 



Years Self-Driving in More than 20 U.S. Cities 

· Mlil1a11.lilfllii..World Miles on Public Roads 

Billion Self-Driven Miles Simulated in 2016 







As the first company to complete a fully 
self-driving trip on public roads, Waymo 
has had to wri.te its own playbook. 
In the earliest da~s of our compan~, we established our Stjs\em Safety Program, which documented 
practices that would ensure safe\~ in the testing and development of our technolog~. Toda~, that 
program is a comprehensive and robust approach we call Safety by Design. 

Safet!:J by Design means we consider safettj from the ground up ond incorporate safettj ot ever!:J system 
level and evertJ development. stage, from design to testing and validation. It is a multi-pronged approach 
thot builds upon best practices frorn a variet!j of industries, including aerospace, automotive, and 
defense (including aspects of MIL-STD-882E [1 0] and ISO 26262). [11] 

In line with these practices, each individual component of our selfudriving vehicle is tested robustly 
to ensure that oil subs~stems perform safeltj when integrated as a complete self-driving system. This 
approach also helps us validate that the vehicle works safel~ as a full~ ~;elf-driving vehicle on the road, 
and understond how a change or failure in an8 part of the S8Stem-component, subs!:jstem, or 
otherwise-causes changes throughout the rest of the self-driving StJStem. 

This process has led to man8 of Wa~mo's ke~ safet~ features, including redundant critical safe\~ 
systems, which enable the vehicl8 to come to a safe stop in the event of a technolog!j failure, the use 
of complementartJ sensors with overlapping fields-of-view, and our extensive testing program which 
has helped us make rapid improvements in our tochnologtJ. 
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Areas Addressed by Waymo's System Safety Program 

Our System Safety Program addresses five distinct safety areas: behavioral safety, functional safetw. 
crash safety, Qperational saf!lly, and non-collision safet~;~. Each aspect requires a combination of testing 
methods that, taken together, allow us to validate the safety of our full8 self-driving vehicles. 

Behavioral Safety: 
Behavioral safettJ refers to the driving decisions and behavior of our vehicles on the road. Just as for 
human drivers, our vehicles are subject to traffic rules and must safelt~ navigate a variBttJ of scenarios, 
both expected and unexpected. Wat~mo uses a combination of functional analt~sis, simulation tools, 
and on-road driving to full8 understand the challenges presented within our operational design domain, 
and to develop safet~ requirements and a multi-pronged testing and validation process. 

Functional Safety: 
Functional safet!j seeks to ensure that our vehicles operate sa felt~ even when there is a S!:JStem fault 
or failure. That means building in backup systems and redundancies to handle the unexpected. For 
example, all of our self-driving vehicles are equipped with a secondary computer that can take over in 
the event of a main computer failure, bringing the vehicle to a safe stop (i.e. a J!linlmgJ.rLsk concll!im!]. 
Each of our vehicles also has backup steering and braking, along with many layers of redundancies 
throughout the system. 

Crash Safety: 
Crash safet!:J, or crashworthiness, refers to the abilit!:J of vehicles to protect passengers inside the 
vehicles through a variety of measures, ranging from a structural design that shields people inside, to 
features like seat restraints and airbags that mitigate injury or prevent death. Crash safet~ in the U.S. 
is covered by the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS], which are issued by the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA]. Vehicle manufacturers must certifu that their base 
vehicles meet applicable FMVSS requirements. 

Operational Safety: 
This refers to the interaction between our vehicles and passengers. With operational safettJ, we can 
ensure that consumers have a safe and comfortable experience in our vehicles. Our approach to building 
a safe product is informed b!:J our hazard anal uses, existing safety standards, extensive testing, and 
best practices from a variety of industries. For example, through initiatives like our earltJ rider prograrn 
(further described in section '1], we have developed and tested user interfaces so that passengers can 
clearly indicate their destination, direct the vehicle to pull over, and contact Waymo rider support. 

Non-Collision Safety: 
We address physical safety for the range of people who might interact with the vehicle. For example, 
this includes electrical sustem or sensor hazards that could cause harm to occupants, vehicle 
technicians, test drivers, first responders, or bystanders. 
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Safety Processes 
Wa8mO organizes the processes we use to keep our vehicles safe through our S8stem Safet8 Program. 
Safet8 requirements needed to reduce the risk of potential hazards are captured internally, addressed 
in design, and then verified and validated to demonstrate that safet8 risks have been reduced to the 
levels identified in the analyses. 

Our approach starts with identif8ing hazard scenarios and potential mitigations that can be 
implemented to reduce risk. These mitigations maf:J take various forms such as software or hardware 
requirements, hardwclre or software design recommendations, procedural controls, or recommendations 
for additional analt~ses. We use various hazard assessment methods such as preliminarf:J hazard 
anal8sis, fault tree, and Design Failure Modes and Effects Anal8ses (DFMEA). This continuous process 
goes hand-in-hand with ongoing engineering and test activities and safet!:J engineering anai!:Jses. 

The hazard analysis process helps identify requirements for our self-driving S8Stem architecture, 
substJstems, and components. These safet!:J requirements are developed from the use of a series of 
subs!:Jstem and system analt~sis techniques, various S\jstems engineering processes, and Federal 
and State laws and regulations. The anall:Jsis also supports the development of requirements for our 
behavioral safetw testing, and how our S8stem detects and handles faults. 

With our system architecture and requirements defined, Waymo then conducts extensive testing on 
public roads, a closed course, and in simulated driving. We use information gathered from this testing, 
as well as research into national crash data and naturalistic driving studies [12], to provide additional 
insights into potential hazards. The combined knowledge derived from these various tools pla8s a 
major role in our understanding of our S!:JStem's readiness. Drawing on this understanding, we're able 
to comprehensivel8 anal8ze and evaluate the safetw of our S8stem before we permit full8 self-driving 
operation on public roads. 
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The Self-Driving System 

Our full~ self-driving S!:jstem is designed to operate without a human driver, 
unlike technologies sold in cars toda!:J such as adaptive cruise-control or 
lane-keeping Stjstems which require constant monitoring b!:J the driver. Our 
S1:jStem includes the software and hardware that, when integrated into the 
vehicle, perform all driving functions. 

In self-driving jargon, Wa8mo's self-driving sustem is designed to perform 
the entire d';Jnamic drivingJ;gsk within a geographic area and under certain 
defined conditions, without the need for a human driver. This t8pe of 
technolog8 falls under SAE International's definition of" Level 4 automated 
driving StJStem, as our technolog!:J also has the abilit!:J to bring a vehicle to 
a safe stop (i.e. a minimal risk condition) in the event of an!:J S!:Jstem failures. 
Unlike autonomous S8stems at lower levels (Level, 1, Level 2, and Level 3), 
a Level 4 s8stem also has the abilit8 to bring a vehicle to a safe stop (i.e. 
achieve a minimal risk condition) in the event of any system failures, 
without an8 expectation that a human driver take over. [13] 
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LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging] works dol) ond night b!:J beaming out millions of loser pulses per second-· .. in 360 degrees--

and measuring how long it takes to reflect off a surface and return to the vehicle. Wa~:~mo's s~:~stem includes three t!:Jpes of LiDAR 

developed in-house: a short-range LiDAR that gives oor vehicle an uninterrupted view directltJ around it, a high-resolution mid-range 

UDAR, and a powerful new generation long-range LiDAR that can see almost three football fields OWO!:J-

Our vision StJStem includes cameras designed to see the world in context, as a human would, but with a simultaneous 360-degree 

field of view, rather than the 120-degree view of human drivers. Because our high-resolution vision sljstem detects color, it can help 

our S!:Jstem spot traffic llghts, construction zones, school buses, and tho flashing lights of emergenctJ vehicles. Waymo's vision s~:~stem 

is comprised of several sets of high--resolution cameras, designed to work well at long range, in da~:~light and low-light conditions. 

Radar System 

Radar uses wavelengths to perceive objects and movement Those wavelengths are able to travel around objects like rain drops, 

making radar effective in rain, fog, and snow, datJ or night. Wo!:Jmo's radar S!:Jslem has a continuous 360-degree view, so it can track 

the speed of road users in front, behlnd and to both sldes of the vehicle, 

Supplemental Sem;;ors 
Wol:JmO vehicles also have a number of additional sensors, including our audio detection Sl)Stem that can hear police and emergencu 

vehicle sirens up to hundreds of feet awal), and GPS to supplement our vehicles' extensive understanding of their physical locations 

in the world. 
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Our Self-Driving Software 

Our self-driving software is the "brain" of our vehicle. It makes sense of the information coming from 
our sensors, and uses that information to make t~e best driving decisions for each situation. 

WatJmO has spent eight tJears building and refining our software, using machine learning and 
other advanced engineering techhiques. We'vr:; trained our software through !jears of careful design 
and testing, billions of miles of simulated driving, and more than 3.5 million miles of on-road 
driving experience. 

Our S8Stom possesses a deep, contextual understanding of the world; this is a kc8 part of what 
differentiates level 4 technolog8, Our self-driving software doesn't just detect the presence of other 
objects; it actuall8 understands what an object is, how it's likel8 to behave, and how that should 
affect our vehicle's own behavior on the road. This is how our vehicles safei!:J navigate roads in fuii!:J 
autonomous mode. 

While- our software is made up of man!J different pieces, here we detail three main components: 
perception, behavior prediction, and planner, 

PERCEPTION 

Perception is the part of our software that detects and classifies objects on the road, while also 
estimating their speed, heading, and acceleration over time, Our self-driving software takes the mwiad 
of details coming from Wat~mo's sensors and turns them irito a cohesive real-time view of the world. 
Perception helps our vehicle distinguish pedestrians, CtJclists, motorc!jclists, vehicles, and more. It also 
distinguishes the color of static objects such as traffic signals. For these kinds of objects, perception 
enables our StJStem to semantically understand the situation around our vehicle-whether a light is green 
and clear for the vehicle to proceed, or whether a lane is blocked because of the many cones in front of it. 

BEHAVIOR PREDICTION 

With behavior predicHonj our software can model, predict, and understand the intent of each object 
on the road. Because Wat~mo has millions of miles of driving experience, our vehicles have highl!j 
accurate models of how different road users are likeltJ to behave, For exomple, our software understands 
that, though pedestrians, c~clists, and motorc8clists ma~ look similar, their behavior can var8 
dramaticalltJ. Pedestrians move more slowl!j than either C!jclists or motorctjclists, but thei::J can change 
direction more suddenltJ. 

PLANNER 

Our planner considers all the information our software has gathered from perception and behavior 
prediction, and plots out a path for our vehicles. In our experience, the best drivers are the defensive 
drivers. That's whtJ we've baked in defensive driving behaviors, such as statJing out of other drivers' blind 
spots and leaving extra room for cuclists and pedestrians, WatJmo's planner can also think several steps 
ahead. For example, if our software perceives that an adjacent lane ahead is closed due to construction, 
and predicts that a Ctjclist in that lane will move over, our planner can make the decision to slow down or 
make room for the cyclist well ahead of time. Using our on-road experience, we're also refining our driving 
so our movements on the road are smooth and comfortable for passengers inside our vehicles, and 
natural and predictable for other road users. 
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Operational Design Domain: Ensuring Our Vehicles Operate Safely Under Specific Conditions 
The operational design domain refers to the conditions under which a seH~driving system can safeltJ 
operate. Wa[:Jmo's domain includes geographies, roadWOtJ types, speed range, weather, time of dal:J, 
and state and local traffic laws and regulations. 

An operational design domain can be ver8 limited: for instance, a single fixed route on low-speed public 
streets or private grounds (such as business parks) in temperate weather conditions during datJiight 
hours. However, Wa,ymo aims to have a broad operational design domain to cover everuday driving. We're 
developing self~driving technology that can navigate cit!j streets in a variettJ of conditions within broad 
geographic areas. Our vehicles are designed with the capabillttJ to drive in inclement weather, such as 
light to moderate rain, and can operate in datJtime and at night. 

Wo!jmo's S!:JStem is also designed so each vehicle does not operate outside of its approved operational 
design domain. For example, passengers cannot select a destination outside of our approved geographl:l, 
and our software will not oreate o route thot travels outside o·f o "geo-fenced" area, which has been 
mapped in detail (see "How We Build a Map for a Self-Driving Vehicle"). Similarl8, our vehicles are 
designed to automaticall8 detect sudden changes (such as a snowstorm) that would affect safe driving 
within their operational design domain and come to a safe stop (i.e. achieve a "minimal risk condition") 
until conditions improve. 

We design our vehicles to be capable of cornpl8ing with federal, state, and local laws within their 
geographic area of operations. [14] Legal requirements, and an8 changes in those requirements, are 
identified and built into our s~:~stem as safet1:1 requirt~ments, including relevant speed limits, traffic signs, 
and signals. Before our vehicles drive in a new location, our team works to understand antJ unique road 
rules or driving customs, and we update our software so our vehicles are capable of responding safeltJ. 
For example, California and Texas (home to two of Wa~mo's test cities) have differing rules for how to 
make right turns in the presence of a bike lane. 

Wa8mo's operational design domain continues to evolve. Our ultimate goal is to develop full8 self· 
driving technologl:J that can take someone from A to 8, antJtime, an!::Jwhere, and in all conditions. As our I 

StJstem's capabilities grow and are validated, we will expand our operational design domain to bring our-. 
technolog8 to more people. . I 
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Minimal Risk Condition (Fallback): Ensuring the Vehicle Can Transition to a Safe Stop 
Vehicles with lower levels of automation rely on a human driver to take back control if a situation on the 
road becomes too complex for the technolog8 to handle, or if the technolog8 itself fails. As a full8 self
driving stjstem, Wa!:Jmo's technology must be robust enough to handle these situations on its own. 

If our self-driving vehicle can no longer proceed on a planned trip, it must be capable of performing a 
safe stop, known as a ~'minimal risk condition" or fallback. This might include situations when the self
driving system experiences a problem, when the vehicle is involved in a collision, or when environmental 
conditions change in a WOf:J that would affect safe driving within our operational design domain. 

Waymo's S!:Jstem is designed to detect each one of these scenarios automatically. In addition, our 
vehicles run thousands of checks on their systems evert~ second, looking for faults. Our Sl::Jstem is 
equipped with a series of redundancies for critical systems, such as sensors, computing, and braking. 
How our vehicle responds varies with the tlJpe of roadway on which a situation occurs, the current 
traffic conditions, and the extent of the technolog8 failure. Depending on these factors, the S8stem will 
determine an appropriate response to keep the vehicle and its passengers safe, including pulling over or 
coming to a safe stop. [15] 



Data Recording and Post-Crash Behavior 
Wa8mo's self-driving technolog8 never stops improving. Wa8mo has a 
robust sust.em for collecting and analuzing data from encounters we have 
on the road. [16] An8thing we learn from the experience of one vehicle, 
we appl8 to our entire fleet. 

Waymo's S!jstem can detect when it has been involved in a collision and 
will notif!:J our Waumo operations center automaticaii!:J. There our trained 
specialists can initiate post-crash procedures, which include procedures 
for interacting with law enforcement and first responders, and for sending 
members of our team on location. Our operations center also has rider 
support specialists, who can communicate directly with our passengers 
through our in-vehicle audio sustem. 

Following a collision, we're able to anal8ze all available data, including 
video and other sensor data, to evaluate factors that ma\d have contributed 
to the incident, and we're able to make an\d appropriate software changes 
and update ever8 vehicle in our fleet accordingiH. AnH damage our vehicles 
sustain in a collision is repaired and the vehicles are tested for safettj before 
theH return to the road. 

Self-Driving Vehicle Cybersecurity 
Wa!:jmO has developed a robust process to identif~, prioritize, and mitigate 
c~bersecurit!:J threats. Our security practices are built on the foundation 
of Google:eS.ec.Yd!l) processes and are informed b8 publications like the 
.NHTSA C.YileiSeQYii!H(:'L~Iidance and the Automotive Information Sharing 
and Anal8sis Center's (Auto-ISAC) Alll!l!ll!lliYe(~yl;>etl!eCurity lles.tPmd:i!?.e.li.· 
To help develop future securit8 best practices, Wa8mo has also joined the 
Auto-ISAC, an industq:toperated initiative created to enhance qJbersecurit!:J 
awareness and collaboration across the global automolive industru. 
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Encrypt and Verify Channels of Communication 

Limit Communication Between Critical S!jstems 

Model and Prioritize Threats 

We complete a comprehensive review of all potential security access points to our selfwdriving system 
from both the interior and exterior of the physical vehicle, and take steps to limit the number and function 
of those access points. 

This begins b8 collaborating with our OEM partners at the onset to identif8 and mitigate vulnerabilities 
of the base vehicle. Our software and vehicle design processes take full account of known threats to 
ensure that our system and vehicle designs are protected against them. New software releases go 
through an extensive peer review and verification process. Our hazard analysis and risk assessment 
processes have been designed to identify and mitigate risks thot might affect safet!:J. including those 
related to c8bersecurit!:J. 

In our design, safet!:J~critical aspects of Waymo's vehicles-e.g. steering, braking, controllers-are 
isolated from outside communication. For example, both the safetttcritical computing that determines 
vehicle movements and the onboard 3D maps are shielded from, and inaccessible from, the vehicle's 
wireless connections and S!::JStems. 

We also consider the securit!::J of our wireless communication. Our vehicles do not rei!:J on a constant 
connection to operate safei!::J. '0fhile on the road, all communications (e.g., redundant cellular 
connections] between the vehicles and Wa!:JmO are encr!:Jpted, including those between Wa!:Jmo's 
operations support staff and our riders. Our vehicles can communicate with our operations center to 
gather more information about road conditions, while our vehicles maintain responsibilitl:l for the driving 
task at all times. 

These protections help prevent an8one with limited ph8sical access to our self·driving vehicles, whether 
passengers or malicious actors nearby, from impairing or altering their securit!:J. We have diverse 
mechanisms for noticing anomalous behavior and internal processes for analyzing those occurrences. 
Should we become aware of an indication that someone has attempted to impair our vehicle's securit!:J. 
Wa!:Jmo will trigger its compan~twide incident response procedure, which involves impact assessment, 

---------cococc.nOitCca:lnment, recovertJ, ana remedialion. 
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Wuymo Sufety Report 

Waymo's technology undergoes 
extensive testing-on the road, in 
closed courses, and in simulation
so that every part of our system is 
capable, reliable, and safe when 
operating within its design domain. 
Wat~rno's self-driving vehicles consist of three primari:J subsf:jstems that are 
individuallu and rigorousl8 tested: 

1, The base vehicle, as certified by the OEM 

2. Our in-house hardware, including sensors and computers 

3. Our self-driving software that makes all the driving decisions 

Each of these subs8stems is then combined to form a full8 integrated self
driving vehicle, which is then further tested and validated. Collectively testing 
the hardware and software ensures that our overall self-driving vehicle meets 
all the safetu requirements that we have set for our S!jstem. 
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Base Vehicle Safety 

Wa!:Jmo's current generation self-driving vehicle is a modified version of the 
2017 Chrusler Pacifica H8brid Minivan, into which we have integrated our 
self-driving S8stem. The modified 2017 Chrusler Pacifica Hubrid Minivans 
that Fiat Chr8sler Automobiles ["FCA") has sold to us have been certified 
bu the manufacturer as compliant with all applicable Federal Motor Vehicle 
Safetu Standards [FMVSS), which standards regulate the safetu performance 
requirements for motor vehicles or items of motor vehicle equipment in the U.S. 

Self-Driving Hardware Testing 

Through a technical collaboration between FCA and Wa8mo, we engineered 
and integrated Wa!:Jmo's self-driving S\:JStem, including our self-driving sensors 
and hardware, with the modified Chrusler Pacifica Hubrid Minivans provided 
bu FCA. To ensure that we have properlu integrated our self-driving sustem 
into the Chrusler Pacifica Hubrid Minivans that make up our fleet, Waumo 
has performed thousands of additional tests on top of those completed bu 
FCA. These tests are completed at our private test tracks, in our labs, and 
in simulation, and are used to evaluate each sa-fet\:1 function of the vehicle, 
·from brakes and steering to phusical vehicle controls like locks, headlights, 
and doors. With these tests, we can ensure that the vehicle operates safei!::J in 
manual mode, self-driving mode with a test driver at the wheel, and fullu self
driving mode without a person inside the vehicle. Overall, this testing seeks to 
ensure that our vehicle continues to function safeltj after the addition of our 
self-driving S8stem. 
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Self-Driving Software Testing 

like our hardware, our self-driving software is guided b8 our Safety by Design 
philosophy. We constant!~ and rigorousl8 test the individual components of 
the software-including perception, behavior prediction, and planner-~ 
as well as the software as a whole. 

Our technolog8 is constantl8 learning and improving. Each change of our 
software undergoes a rigorous release process. We update our software 
regular18 for different operational design domains. Each update is tested 
through a combination of simulation testing, closed course testing, and 
driving on public roadwa8s: 

Simulation Testing: 
In simulation, we rigorously test any changes or updates to our software 
before the8're deplo8ed in our fleet. We identif8 the most challenging 
situations our vehicles have encountered on public roads, and turn them 
into virtual scenarios for our self-driving software to practice in simulation. 

Closed-Course Testing: 
New software is pushed to a few vehicles first so that our most experienced 
drivers can test the new software on our private test track. We can use 
different releases of software for different vehicles so that we can test 
new or specific features within different operational design domains. 

Reai·World Driving: 
Once we confirm that our software is working as intended, we begin 
introducing the new software to our vehicles on public roads. We start 
small-our self-driving vehicles must show theu can safelu and consistentl!j 
travel a predetermined route-and then we push the software update to our 
entire fleet. The more miles we travel on public roads, the more opportunities 
to monitor and assess the performance of software. 

As we drive more road niiles, we continue to further refine our driving 
and update our software. This continual feedback loop allows us to build 
confidence that our software reacts and responds appropriatell:J in the 
operational design domain, enabling our vehicle to operate at SAE Level 
4 safel8. 
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Behavioral Competencies for Normal Driving 
A fully self-driving vehicle must be able to handle all the everyday driving 
tasks expected of human drivers within the same operational design 
domain. This means self··driving systems need to demonstrate they have 
the adequate skills-or "behavioral competencies"-required for the 
intended locations and conditions of operation. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation has recommended that Level 3, 
Level 4, and Level 5 self-driving vehicles should be able to demonstrate 
at least 28 core competencies adapted from research by California 
Partners for Advanced Transportation Technolog~ (PATH) at the Institute 
of Transportation Studies at UniversitH of California, BerkeleH. DOT also 
encourages companies "to consider all known behavioral competencies in 
the design, test, and validation" of a self-driving S8stem. 

WaHmo's safety program has expanded the 28 core competencies in both 
breadth and depth, for which we test thousands of scenario variations
ranging in complexitH-ensuring that our SHstem can safeiH handle the 
challenges of real-world environments, In addition, we have identified 
further categories that expand upon the initial 28 core competencies. [17] 
(For a subset of WaHrno's behavioral competencies, see i\_p,Jlgndix.A.) 

For each competenc!:J, Wa!:Jmo's team creates a wide variet~ of individual 
tests to run on our closed course -facilitt~ and in simulation. For example, to 
test our abilitH to make unprotected left turns, we stage dozens of real-life 
situations and test to see if our vehicles respond appropriatei!:J. We include 
challenging variations of this common road maneuver, including using 
multiple lanes of oncoming tmffic, obstructing our vehicle's field of view 
with a large truck, or providing a short green traffic light to make the turn. 

For each of these scenarios we then use our simulator to create hundreds 
of different variations of the same encounter. With our virtual world 
testing, we can also create entirei!:J new scenarios of unprotected lefHmnd 
turns so we can test this skill further. As we expand our operational design 
domain, the number of core competencies may grow (for example, to drive 
in northern l),S, states ~ear-round, our StJStem must be· able to safel~ drive 
in snow) and the number of tests within each categor!:J ma!:J expand with 
more unique or complex scenmios. 

While this type of scenario testing can demonstrate our software's core 
driving skills, these competencies need to translate out into the real world. 
rhafs wh!:J this acts merel~ as a starting point: our validation then moves 
onto testing our vehicle, hardware, and software as an integmted fullu self~ 
driving vehicle on public roads, where it demonstrates these competencies 
daii!::J in real traffic situations. 
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Testing the Fully Integrated Self-Driving Vehicle 

After testing the base vehicle, the self-driving system, and the software 
individual!~. we then test the fully integrated self-driving vehicle. This includes 
closed-course collision avoidance testing, reliabilit~ and durabilit~ testing, 
and on-road testing with trained test drivers at the wheel. 

Testing on Public Roads 
Waymo has a comprehensive on-road testing program that has been 
improved and refined continuously over our eight-year historu. It's a critical 
step that allows us to validate the skills we have developed, uncover new 
challenging situations, and develop new capabilities. 

The safe\~ of our on-road testing program begins with highl8·trained 
drivers. Our test drivers undergo extensive classroom training, learning about 
the overall s~stem and how to monitor the vehicle safelu on public roads, 
including taking defensive driving courses. After this training, our drivers are 
responsible for monitoring the system and if needed, taking control of the 
vehicle while we test on public roads. 

Our on-road testing program drives tens of thouscmds of weekltJ miles that 
are used to evaluate our software. We monitor our S!:-JStems to ensure the!J 
demonstrate our behavioral competencies, and we look for situations where 
we can build on these competencies and enable smoother driving. 

Real-world testing provides a continuous feedback loop that lets us refine 
our StJStem continualltJ. Our engineers observe reaiRworld situations, make 
adjustments to the software to refine our driving, and then implement those 
changes. This iterative approach to testing and public-road validation helps 
us safeltJ scale our capabilities as we expand our operational design domain 
and the capabilities of our vehicles. 
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Testing Crash Avoidance Capabilities 
In addition to testing core behavioral competencies, our engineers also 
conduct crash avoidance testing across a variet~ of scenarios. (To view 
a subset of Wat~mo's crash avoidance test scenarios, see Appendix B.) 

Wat~mo has completed thousands of crash avoidance tests at our private test 
track. Each of these individual tests recreates a distinct driving scenario and 
allows us to analyze our vehicles' response. We then use our simulator to test 
these scenarios further and improve our overall software capabilities. 

We draw from a variet!:J of sources to learn which collisions to test against. 
Thet.J include our own analtJsis of sources such as NHTSA's fatal crash data 
base, and use of our extensive experience operating self~driving vehicles to 
expand on NHTSA's 37 pre~crash scenarios. We also test situations in which 
other road users c.reate potentialltJ dangerous situations, such as vehicles 
suddenltJ pulling out of driveways, large vehicles cutting across target lanes, 
motorctJclists weaving through traffic, and pedestrians ja!:Jwalking. 

In 2015, NHTSA published data showing the distribution oft he most common 
pre~crash scenarios. For example, just four crash categories accounted 
for 84% of all crashes: rear end crashes, vehicles turning or crossing at an 
intersection, vehicles running off the edge of the road, and vehicles changing 
lanes. Therefore, avoiding or mitigating those kinds of crashes is an important 
goal for our testing program. [18] 

Crash avoid a nco testing at Wawno's clm:ed cm;rsH testing facilit~J, Castle. 
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Hardware Reliability and Durability Testing 
Self-driving vehicles, like their conventional counterparts, must operate 
reliablu. That means the vehicle and each of its individual components must 
function under extreme environmental conditions and over the lifetime of 
the vehicle. 

Waumo engineers design unique stress tests. Using our knowledge of the 
phusios of failure to accelerate environmental stresses on our vehicle· and its 
individual components, we compress tJBars of real-world use into da!:JS and 
weeks of testing. 

We blast our components with ultraviolet radiation, bombard them with 
powerful water jets, dunk them into nearl!j freezing vats of water; corrode 
them in chambers full of salt~ mist, shake and shock them with powerful 
vibrations, and heat and freeze them for weeks at a time in temperature and 
humid it!:) chambers. We anal~ze an~ failures and make design improvements 
to increase the reliabilit~ of our components. We monitor the health of each 
sensor, and the vehicle itself, so we can identif~ and fix potential failures 
before the!:J occur. 
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Our vehicles are designed to drive 
themselves, so our user interface 
focuses on passengers, not drivers. 
That's why we've developed specific in-car features and user interfaces thot 
help our passengers understand what our vehicles are doing on the rood 
and let them do things like set a destination, ask the vehicle to pull over, and 
get in touch with Wa!:-Jmo support staff as needed. We also understand the 
transportotion challenges that exist todatJ, especially around accessibilit!:J, 
and we are working to develop solutions that work for riders of all obilities. 

In addition to creating a safe and intuitive everyda!:l ride for our passengers, 
Waymo has also developed procedures in case of emergenc!:J. For exomple, 
not oni!:J are our vehicles designed to detect collisions and respond 
appropriate18 to emergenc8 vehicles on the road, but we have also conducted 
trainings with law enforcement and first responders who rna8 come into 
contact with our vehicles. 

Finall8, the potential of self-driving cars will onl8 be realized bu growing 
public awareness and acceptance of this technolog8. In October 2017, 
Wa8mo helped to launch Lot's Talk Self-Driving (letstalkselfdrivin~J, 
the world's first public education campaign about full8 self-driving vehicles. 
Working in partnership with national and local safet8, mobilit8, and seniors 
groups, the initiative hopes to engage and educate the public about how 
this technolog8 works and the enormous benefits self-driving technolog8 
could unlock. 
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Rider Experience 

WatJmo's user experience is guided by four main principles: give passengers 
the information they need for a seamless trip; help passengers anticipate 
what's next; proactively-communicate the vehicle's response to events on the 
road; and help passengers engage safel~ with the vehicle. 

Audio and visual information pr·ovided to passenger·s helps them know what to 
expect, reminds them of safettl features such as seat belts, and permits them 
to communicate with Wat~mo's rider support personnel. 

We also want our passengers to be aware of what the vehicle is perceiving, 
and why it is taking specific actions. Each vehicle also provides occupants 
with useful visual and audio information throughout the trip, to help them 
understand what the vehicle and other road users around it are doing. In 
Waymo's self~driving minivans, the in~vehicle screens are used to provide 
visual ride information, such as destination, current speed, and the route the 
vehicle intends to take. An audio S!:JStern provides audible notifications and 
cues to all riders. 

In the event of a safetwcritical event, the screens and audio s!1stem are 
designed to provide the occupant with specific visual and audio cues 
depending on the nature of the event. We've designed multiple wa~s for our 
riders to interact with our vehicle, whether it's through the pressing of ph~sical 
buttons, a mobile app, orb~ speaking with a Wa~mo rider support specialist. 
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Accessibility: Unlocking Opportunities for Those Who 
Cannot Drive Today 

We believe our technolog8 holds the potential to improve safet8 and mobilit8 
for people around the world. From the start, Wa8mo has been listening to and 
working with the disabilit!:J communit!:j. We continue to learn about the unique 
needs of different riders, and what we learn will inform n0w features that will 
make the experience accessible to people who have historicall8 had to rel8 on 
others to get around. 

We also know we can't reach our goals alone. Wa!:Jmo is committed to working 
with our partners to identiftJ vehicle platforms and solutions that can serve a 
broader set of individuals. 
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Emergencies and Interacting With Law Enforcement 
and First Responders 

Our self-driving vehicles are designed to interact with law enforcement 
and first responders safei!:J on road. Using our suite of custom~built sensors, 
including an audio detection S!:JStem, our software can identif!J a nearb~J 
fire truck, detect its flashing lights, and hear sirens up to hundreds of feet 
away. Our audio sensors are designed to discern the direction sirens are 
likel8 coming from, improving our vehicles' abilit8 to respond in both a safe 
and timei!:J manner. Once an emergencu vehicle is detected, our vehicle can 
respond b8 8ielding, pulling over to the side of the rood, or coming to 
a complete stop. 

Wa!:Jmo also briefs local authorities in evertJ citu in which we test, and offers 
a line of communication for further engagement. In some cities, Wa!jmO has 
also conducted on-site training to help police and other ernergenctJ workers 
identify and access our vehicle in ernergenc!j situations. We plan to continue 
conducting these on~site trainings, while expanding the scope of the training 
program as our vehicles become more capable and our operational design 
domain expands. 
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For more than eight ~:~ears, Wa~:~mo has focused on 
one thing: bringing fuii!:J self-driving technolog!:j to 
the world. We are committed to Safety By Design, 
and we have built a culture that puts safet~:~, and open 
communication about safet!:j, at its core. All of us at 
Wa!:Jmo are committed to the goal of making it safe 
and eas!:l for people and things to move around. 

This report summarizes our efforts to ensure the 
safe deployment of fully self-driving vehicles that 
use Waymo technology. We are excited about the 
potential this technology holds to improve road safety 
and provide new mobility options for the world. For 
further information about Wa!:Jmo's self-driving 
technology, please visit www.wgy_lllO.§;Offi, 
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Wa8mo tests our vehicles comprehensivel8 to ensure thot the8 are capable 
of operating safeltj in reasonabltJ foreseeable scenarios that could present 
a safettl hazard, 

The following l8pes of scenarios are illustrative of the breadth of our testing 
program and are designed to ensure our vehicles have: ·1) basic behavioral 
competencies and 2) the abilitu to avoid or mitigate crashes in common 
crash scenarios. 
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Appendix A. Basic Behavioral Competency Testing 

We believe that our full8 self-driving vehicles should be able to successfull8 demonstrate competenc8 
in a variettJ of reasonabi!:J foreseeable traffic situations that are within the vehicle's operational design 
domain. Our StJStem can recognize and stal:J within its des'1gn domain, and the set of competencies 
expands or shrinks in accordance with the scope of each operational design domain. For each behavioral 
competencl:J shown in the table below, we test a wide range of scenarios with variations in factors such as 
road configuration, the speed of our vehicle or other vehicles, and lighting conditions. 

·. 

Set of Behuvloral Compe:l:enelet R~ommended by NHT$A 
.. ·. . 

1 Detect and Respond to Speed Limit Changes and Speed Advisories 

2 Perform High·Speed Merge [e.g., Freewa~) 
...... _ ..... _ -·-·-·· -"""""-- """""""""""""""'""'"""""""""'-"'"-"""""-"""""""'-""""--"·--------···----· ""'"'-""' 

3 Perform low-Speed Merge 

1-·. 
4 Move Out of the Travel Lane and Park (e.g., to the Shoulder for Minimal Risk] 

5 Detect and Respond to Encroaching Oncoming Vehicles 

6 Detect Passing and No Passing Zones and Perform Passing Maneuvers . 
---.. --.... 

7 Perform Cor Following (Including Stop and Go] 

-- ···-

8 Detect and Respond to Stopped Vehicles 
-··---

9 Detect and Respond to Lane Changes 
_,,,,. __ 

10 Detect and Respond to Static Obstacles in the Path of the Vehicle 
---·-· 

11 Detect Traffic Signals and Stop/Yield Signs 

12 Respond to Traffic Signals and Stop/Yield Signs 
--··--· 

13 Navigate Intersections and Per-form Turns 
.......... 

14 Navigate Roundabouts 

16 Navigate a Parking Lot and Locate Spaces 

--
16 Detect and Respond to Access Restrictions (One-Way, No Turn, Ramps, etc.] 

17 Detect and Respond to Work Zones and People Directing Traffic in Unplanned or Planned Events 

18 Make Appropriate Right·of-Way Decisions 
·-~""'"" 

19 Follow local and State Driving laws 
·--"""-'" 
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Follow Police/First Responder Controlling Traffic (Overriding or Acting as Traffic Control Device) 

Follow Construction Zone Workers Controlling Traffic Patterns (Slow/Stop Sign Holders] 

Respond to Citizens Directing Traffic After a Crash 

Detect and Respond to Temporary Traffic Control Devices 

Detect and Respond to Emergency Vehicles 

for Law Enforcement, EMT, Fire, and Other Emargencl:J Vehicles at Intersections, Junctions, and Other Traffic Controlled Situations 

Yield to Pedestrians and Bic1:1clists at Intersections and Crosswalks 

Provide Safe Distance From Vehicles, Pedestrians, Bicyclists on Side of the Road 

Detect/Respond to Detours and/or Other Temporar1:1 Changes in Traffic Patterns 

. 

Behavfor!ll . ._ . . 
Examples of Additional Tested.by Waymo .•. 
29 Moving to a Minimum Risk Condition When Exiting the Travel Lone is Not Possible 

- """""""-"-""""'"""""""""""""--··-· ... , .. ---· _._,. .... ,_.,, ... _ . ..,,, ____ """'"""""""""" ________ """""'"'"""'----"-"""""'-"'" ·--'"""' 

30 Perform Lane Changes 
--··--""""' ___ ·-... ·------

31 Detect and Respond to Lead Vehicle 
.. ., ..... ~ ·---· 

32 Detect and Respond to a Merging Vehicle 
"""'~-· ·--· .. ··--.. --··~-~~·---- -·-"'-"'-"'"""'" ____ ,. ... 

33 Detect and Respond to Pedestrians in Road (Not Walking Through Intersection or Crosswalk) 
_ .. .,. ... - ... r---- -·~···-···-----·--·- - -------- "·"" ----

3'+ Provide Safe Distance from Bicl:Jclists Traveling on Road (With or Without Bike Lane) 
_, .. ,,-~. r-------------------- - -·--------- , ____ '"W"~-' 

35 Detect and Respond to Animals 
-·--·- ·-·-··---·-· 

,. __ 
-··-·--~-•-•c••-m' 

36 Detect and Respond to Motorct~clists 
m-•-•w~" -- """'""'-•'•m••-"~"" ________ 

•·--n-·~-·•-w'""''""'" 

37 Detect and Respond to School Buses 
·--- ·~•- mw-wmm•-•~ 

38 Navigate Around Unexpected Road Closures (e.g. Lane, Intersection, otc.) 
~~· .. ···------ --··-···----·····-

39 Navigate Railroad Crossings 

- -·-·'""""""" m-~"'"" 

40 Make Appropriate Reversing Maneuvers 
-----··- -m-•-•m- -"--.. ~----·· 

41 Detect and Respond to Vehicle Control Loss (e.g. reduced road friction) 

.... -~-·-·-·---- - ----- ··-----
42 Detect and Respond to Conditions Involving Vehicle, S!:jstem, or Component-Level Failures or Faults (e.g. power failure, sensing failure, 

sensing obstruction, computing failure, Fault handling or response) 

-- -·-· .. ·---.. ··-·· ------·~---~- ----
43 Detect and Respond to Unanticipated Weather or Lighting Conditions Outside of Vehicle's Capability [e.g. rainstorm) 

--·-···- --- -----·--·-"""'"-'"'~ -w·-·-~--•w~~ "" ---------------
44 Detect and Respond to Unanticipated Lighting Conditions (e.g. power outages) 

------·~·--- =··· ··~-~-·-.. ···-- --- ---------
45 Detect and Respond to Non-Collision Safet1:1 Situations (e.g. vehicle doors ajar) 

--- ... - ... .. ~-- .. --•~••.,~m~" --
46 Detect and Respond to Faded or Missing Roadwal:j Markings or Signage 

-- ,_ .. , ... -~ --- -~~--··-- -------
47 Detect and Respond to Vehicles Parking in the Roadwa\:1 

··-·- ~.~- .... ~····-· -- - _,_, __ 
-··· 
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Appendix B. Avoidance or Mitigation of Common Crash Scenarios 

Certain t\:jpes of crashes account for a substantia! percentage of all crashes. Avoiding or mitigating 
those kinds of crashes, therefore, is an important goal for our vehicle development program. In late 
2015, NHTSA published data showing the distribution of pre-crash scenarios. [19] 

Four scenarios accounted for the vast majority of crashes: 

29 percent of the vehicles were involved in rear-end crashes 

24 percent of the vehicles were turning or crossing at intersections just prior to the crashes 

19 percent of the vehicles ran off the edge of the road 

12 percent involved vehicles changing lanes 

Therefore, these scenarios figure prominentltj in the evaluation of our vehicles. The table below 
illustrates just a few of the test scenarios we emplotj to determine our vehicle's abilittJ to avoid or 
mitigate crashes in these all-important situations, as well as in other crash situations. 

·-----
Crash Avoidance Category Example Test Scenario 

Rear-end .. · · · . 
D\irn6rislfo~o i:>bliii:!J ro'ol'old or 11\l!lgt~t•"Cn'lsnet wiiK l~<td vehicles, 

Intersection 
Demonstrate ability to detect vehicle entering path at perpendicuku 
angle and apply brdkes. 

·Fulfg self~rlv'rn-g-velitof.e Ct'fiip>rCY(;f()ha$ 'hZJ~dd ve·hid_e irove-tlng at lower 
aonstanl speerd 

-Fu!l_H seff..drTvfng 'vehicle: ap-pt_o-tti'Ohe$lt:iad vehicle· trovelfhg ttt slower 
Ef?~S-d _unQ .tnH_latrri~f${rprttif br~ktng 

" "" 

- Full_u __ self-,drivln_gvehrale folloWTil€J_<tiEi~t{vEihl<1le making Cl man·euver 
(t;~>Ef• c-ut~intJ _l_r'!t(;j !One (Yf):YUJlhY@ (5Ut bf __ drtv.ewo:gJ 

ap]>Fo<lohioslood vehicle decelerating 

'F"ufi9 #~lf,dri'vl!l9'-Ve~Tole tfj§f)i'ocrofi'e·s -othe'r v-ehl'c16_(S) pdrkhig 

-·"~~~~--~ 
Fully self-driving vehicle approaches protected intersection, Vehicle A 
apprOaches from rlght 

Fully self-driving vehicle approaches protected intersection, Vehicle A 
approaches from left 

Fullt~ self~driving vehicle prepares to turn across unprotected 
intersection, oncoming Vehicle A approaohes 

Crossing path collisions~ other vehicle running red light 

Crossing path collisions· other vehicle running stop sign 
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r!rn<th Avoidance Category (continued) Example Test Scenario (continued) 

P-ully self-drfvfng'vehlafe traVsls dO'WfY stra1-glit road (wlth or w!thdut 
prlt5r vehici"EJ: rnon~uver) 

'Fullg aelf..drlvln·gvehlo'le trovels down curved road {with or without 
pricrr%hide mai1euv~:~r) 

Full!:) self-Urlving vehfole travel& down straight road With visible lane 
niarking 

Departure 

~:;~~~~ . . , '"vehicle trove Is down strdlght rood with foded or 
lon.& mork!ng 

ablilt\;,1 to steE;rr.ciErar·of totrdwo~ e·dge_ ~fnd stoy FuiiH.seff,drivirrg vehicff(trOvels down ourvetl todd wfth visible l6he 
IOnS:; MatkJrtg . 

"-~ --~ 

.Fullg -Mif-'drivir\g vehT61e'fravebn:lown ·ourve-d rotld w1th faded or 
missing Jan· e. markl'ri:£9 

"'""~ ·. 

Fuli!:J-&eff ... drlvJr\~vShfcie trovi;ils dOwn wet road wilh Jane marking 
--~-.""""'-. 

. 

Full~eelf-di'fv!l\g voh!tlle.opf)r6och:.• o.tfier vehicle(.&) reversing 

······ 
.. ·· .. ··· .. · . . .. ·.·.•. . . ·. .· .... 

.. Fullh:J'~elf-drlv1f'\gvertro1atrt~vels- clown wet- r'<.}atl with faded ot missing 
.. ltnie- ftt:drklng -

--~ 

Lane changes- other vehicles turning same direction 

----··-----~--·-----··-·--------·····--· 

Lane changes· other vehicles parking same direction 

lane Chonge 
·•--"'"" _____________ 

...., ,v,,u'"" abilit\:;{to avoid or mitigate c-rash whell other vehicles lane changes· other vehicles changing Iones same direction 

lane changes or merge. --- -~-- .. -------·-
Lane changes- other vehicles drifting same direction 

·--
Lane merges 

However, we evaluate those capabilities in manu more situations than those shown here. We have 
developed manu additional test scenarios based on NHTSA's overall pre~crash scenarios, our analt~sis 
of additional sources suoh as NHTSA's fatal crash data base, and from our own extensive exper!enoe 
operating self-driving vehicles. [19] 
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Behavioral Safety. An aspect of S8stem safet8 that focuses on how a s8stem should behave normall8 in 
its environment to avoid hazards and reduce the risk of mishaps: for instance, detect objects and respond 
in a safe wa8 [slow down, stop, turn, lane change, etc.), 

California Partners for Advanced Transportation Technology (PATH), A research and development 
program of the Universit8 of California, Berkele8, with staff, facult8, and students from universities 
worldwide and cooperative projects with private industr!::J, state, and local agencies, and nonprofit 
institutions. See www.path.borkelov.ed_tl. 

Crash Safety. An aspect of S8stem safet8 that focuses on reducing the consequences of collisions b8 
reducing the severit!j of the event as experienced b!::J vehicle occupants or other road users. 

Dynamic Driving Task. All of the real-time operational and tactical functions required to operate 
a vehicle in on-road traffic, excluding strategic functions such as trip scheduling and selection of 
destinations and Wa!::Jpoints. 

Fault. An abnormal condition in the S8stem. A fault might be triggered b8 hardware failures, software error 
detection, detection of off-nominal Sl:JStem performance, or other conditions defined within the diagnostics 
capabilit8 of the S8stem. 

Functional Safety. An aspect of S8slem safetH that focuses on how the s8stem should detect and 
respond to failures, errors, or off-nominal performance of the self-driving StJstem (e.g., fail operational, 
fail sa·fe, or transition to a minimal risk condition). 

Hazard. An~ real or potential condition that can cause injur~, illness, or death to personnel; damage to or 
loss of a S8stem, equipment or propert8; or damage to the environment. [MIL-STD-882E). 

Hazard Analysis. A process of identif8ing or recognizing hazards that ma8 arise from a s8stem or its 
environment, and analyzing their potential causes for the purpose of assessing risk and initiating actions 
necessary to reduce the risk to acceptable levels. Results of hazard analyses are also used to develop 
verification and volidation approaches and procedures to demonstrate that hozard risks have been 
mitigated to acct~ptoble levels. 

Manufacturer. An individual or compantJ that manufactures self-driving vehicles or equipment "for testing 
and deplo8ment on public roadwa8•· 

Minimal Risk Condition. A low-risk operating mode in which a full8 self-driving vehicle operatillfJ without 
a hurnon driver achieves a reasonably safe state, such as bringing the vehicle to a compl~te stop, upon 
experiencing a failure of the self-driving S[:jstem that renders the vehicle unable to perform the entire 
dt~nomic driving task. 

Mishap. An event or series of events resulting in death, injur\J. illness, or damage to properttJ. 

Mishap Risk. See Definition for Risk. 

Object and Event Detection and Response, The perception by the s8stem of ar18 oircumstance 
that is relevant to the immediate driving task, as well as the appropriate driver or S8stem response to 
such a circumstance. 

Operational Design Domain. A description of the specific operating conditions in which a self-driving 
S8Stem is designed to properl8 operate, including but not limited to roadwa8 t8pes, speed range, 
environmental conditions (weather, daytime/nighttime, etc.), and other domain constraints. 
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Operational Safety. An aspect of s~stem safet~ that focuses on the interaction between our vehicles 
and passengers. 

Non-Collision Safety. An aspect of s~stem safet~ that focuses an ph~sical nan-collision hazards. 

Requirement. A general term used to describe the set of statements that identifies a Stjstem's functions, 
characteristics, or constraints. 

Risk. An expression of the possibilit~ and impact of a mishap, in terms of hazard severit~ and hazard 
probabilittJ of occurrence. It routineltJ reflects conditions such as personnel error, environmental conditions, 
design characteristics, procedural deficiencies, or substjstem or component failure or malfunction. 

SAE J3016. "Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms Related to Driving Automation S~stems for On-Road 
Motor Vehicles," published by SAE International in September 2016. · 

Safety. Freedom from those conditions that can cause death, injuqj, occupational illness, damage to or 
loss of equipment or propert~, or damage to the environment. (MIL-STD-882E). 

Safety Requirement. 1) A system or subsystem requirement that is associated with a hazard mitigation 
or reduces the risk of an identified hazard. 2) A regulator!::J safet!:j requirement generated from a governing 
agenc8. 3) Safety requirement derived from an industry standard or published best practice. 

Self-Driving System. A Level 4 or 5 •8stem which has hardware and software that are collectively 
capable of performing the entire dynamic driving task, without a human driver. This distinguishes it from 
Level 1, 2, or 3 S!:Jstems that require a human driver. 

Fully Self-Driving Vehicle. A vehicle equipped with a self-driving s~stem designed to function without a 
human driver as a level 4 or 5 S!:JStem. 

Subsystem. 1) A grouping of items satisf~ing a logical group of functions within a particular •8stem. 
[MIL-STD-882E) 2) A major part of a system which in itself has the characteristics of a s~stem, usuall8 
consisting of several components. 

System. 1) An integrated composite of people, products, and processes that provide a capabilitu to 
satisf8 a stated need or objective. [MIL-STD-882E) 2) The organization of hardware, software, material, 
facilities, personnel, data, and services needed to perform a designated function within a stated 
environment with specified results. 

System Safety. 1) The application of engineering and management principles, criteria, and techniques 
to achieve acceplable .m.i§hQ.P-..r.i§k, within the constraints of operational effectiveness and suitabilit!:J, time, 
and cost, throughout all phases of a S8stem life C8cle. [MIL-STD-882E). 2) The optimum degree of safe\~ 
within the constraints of opemtional effectiveness, time, and cost attained through specific application of 
§IJ_stem sofet~ engineering throughout all phases of a •8stem [McGraw Hill Dictionaru of Technical Terms). 

System Safety Engineering. i) An engineering discipline that emplo8s specialized professional 
knowledge and skills in appl8ing scientific and engineering principles, criteria, and techniques to identif8 
and eliminate hazards, in order to reduce the associated mishap risk. (MIL-STD-882E) 2) An element of 
S!jstems management involving the application of scientific and engineering principlet> for the timel!j 
identification of hazards, and initiation of those actions necessar!:J to prevent or mitigate hazards within 
the system. 
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